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And a good time was had by all… or so I am told!
Unfortunately, family commitments prevented
me from travelling to the recent Eurobash but I
understand it was the most well attended event of
recent years. Congratulations and thanks to Paul
Marks-Jones and his team for organising such a
mammoth task. Hopefully I will be able to return
next year.
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Hera
Björk

EUROBASHED!

One of the most important
events for the typical UK
Eurovision fan is the annual
fan club gathering. This year
saw a record turnout of sweet
people in a brand new venue.
John Stanton reports
Sarah
Cawood

Craig
Lees
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Kit
Rolfe

EUROBASH 2010

T

he
Chancellors
Hotel
and
Conference Centre was on the
University of Manchester campus
at Fallowfield. A rambling place with
numerous function and syndicate rooms,
decent grounds and, most importantly, a
reasonably priced hotel bar.
A large amount of us arrived on the
Friday evening (some after a particularly
eventful journey) and were quite surprised
to see students from the University of
Chester’s Theology & Religion course.
Would they be impressed by people from
the other end of the scale? Only Mr God
knows. Our getting-to-know-you activity
consisted of either savouring the sights
and sounds of central Manchester, or the
local Thai restaurant, Wetherspoon’s pub
or the hotel restaurant. All very civilised.
Eurobash Day came, and some diligent
souls were putting the finishing touches
to the large circular function room where
most of the Bash would take place.
Resplendent with balloons and photos
it all looked very professional. Our
organisers had done us proud.
People started arriving mid-morning
and then we had a fire alarm. It became
a talking point, not least because some of
us thought it was a signal that a certain
individual (no names mentioned) arrived
back at the hotel, having spent the night
in a hotel in central Manchester.
The Bash then officially started with
our President, Paul Marks-Jones formally
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welcoming us. He gave us a run down of
the previous year. Our membership is up
to 419, an increase of 65 during the past
12 months. We’re now the third largest
national branch, behind Germany and
Norway. The fan club is nearly debtfree too, which is another positive. Paul
also told us that the BBC is working on a
number of formats for choosing a song in
2011. All very informative.
Our first event of the day was the
Euroquiz, more specifically the fabulous
‘quizette’, overseen by the one-and-only
Monty Moncrieff. He effortlessly guided
us through four challenging rounds of
questions. A novel approach this year
was to get some Eurovision performers
to read out questions on their respective
countries. Recordings of them doing
this were taken by Russell Davies (of
esctoday.com) in Oslo, to varying degrees
of success. We also had the now famous
‘name that frock’ round. 12 teams vied
for the title of quiz champions, with the
winners finishing well clear of the rest of
the field. But well done to all that took
part.
Our next feature was the song contest.
Every year, songs from Eurovision with
a common theme are carefully selected,
and we vote on them. Last year, the
fourth Bash in Birmingham, featured
songs that finished fourth in Eurovision.
So it was fitting that our first Bash in
Manchester saw songs that were firsts. So
3
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Marcus and the guests
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Monty has entered the building

we had, among others, the first pregnant
woman on stage, the first black act, the
first African song, the first duet – you
get the picture. 14 ‘juries’ then collated
their votes and read them out in the
traditional order. Maybe it was obvious,
but Amina’s ‘first first-placed song not
to win’ won by a country mile, beating
Salomé’s ‘first back-to-back winner’ and
Urban Trad’s ‘first song in an imaginary
language’. It was most definitely a
popular win.
The Eurobashers pride themselves on
the special guests they get to attend. This
year was no exception and we had four,
yes four, special guests. Marcus KeppelPalmer was our genial host.
Kit Rolfe was introduced first. As you
may know, she was Belle of Belle & The
Devotions fame, who did us proud in
1984. She may have represented us 26
years ago, but she still looks stunning.
She told us a little about the lack of parties
in 1984, how she sang backing vocals in
1983 and 1991 (with Hazell Dean), and
how she had successfully sued The Sun
newspaper for defamation – to cheers
from the assembled crowd.
Next we had fan favourite Hera Björk.
As we know, she made it to the final in
Oslo, sadly only finishing 19th. She told
us that she had genuinely been a fan of
Eurovision from a very young age, and
even remembered seeing Kit performing
in Luxembourg in 1984.
4

Third was sometime UK commentator/
presenter Sarah Cawood. Another
genuine fan of Eurovision, she told us the
story of how she became a commentator,
how she got dropped, and then returned
the following year. Sarah also had some
good opinions on where the UK is
currently going wrong. A certain Pete
Waterman told her, when watching some
of the shows in Oslo, that he didn’t really
know what he was writing for. Maybe
it’s time a certain pop supremo from the
late 1990s is brought back.
Last, but not least, we had an
act formerly involved with Junior
Eurovision. It was perhaps apt that in
Oslo, we had the first performer that was
a Junior Eurovision contestant. Craig
Lees participated in the UK’s 2005 Junior
selection. Of our four guests, he was the
only one to perform at this juncture. He
sang his Junior Eurovision song Clear
The Air – which he incidentally wrote on
a camping trip in the Lake District with
his dad. He told us that Junior Eurovision
was fun to do, and he was now studying
at Leeds College of Music.
Marcus then thanked our guests and
told us that Kit and Hera would be
staying for the duration.
After a very nice buffet, we were all
ready to gird our loins for the main event
of the Bash – Stars In Their Eurovision
Eyes. It’s something we always look
forward to and, as I say every year, it
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takes real guts to stand in front of all of
us and perform.
The genial Dean Asker was our host,
and did an entertaining medley of
German Eurovision hits through the
years. He introduced us to our expert
panel – Kit and Hera. They’d be offering
some little nuggets of wisdom throughout
the evening. And the 11 acts performing
was some sort of record.
First on was half of last year’s winning
act. Elaine Dove and Paul Jordan were
memorable as Laka and his sister and
their performance was eagerly awaited
this year. They even produced a press
release. Complete with props, they
gave a good interpretation of Chanée
& N’evergreen’s In A Moment Like This.
A shower curtain, skateboards, party
poppers and sparklers all added to the
effect – Elaine and Paul weren’t going to
go down without a fight. A great opener.
As we all know, second is not the
place to perform, but a Eurobash virgin,
Kristján Sveinsson from Norway, was on
next. His was also our first non-English
song of the evening. To honour his
fellow countryman Lars A Fredriksen, he
performed Alltid Sommer. He seemed to
have all the moves sorted, and even wore
Lars’s trademark baggy jumper.
Another veteran of Eurovision Stars
In Their Eyes followed Kristján/Lars.
Eloise Flint is a familiar name, and with
her floor-length blue dress performed
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Is It True?, Yohanna’s (from Iceland) song
from last year. She seemed slightly nervy,
but that was because panelist Hera had
been one of Yohanna’s backing singers!
So no pressure then. With three acts
down, Kit and Hera gave us some words
of wisdom. Kit was a little amazed by the
day’s events thus far, and the first three
songs had impressed her no end. Hera
was taking it all in her stride.
Anyway, back to the songs. Another
hardy annual at SITEE is Paul MarksJones. A few people were intrigued by
his outfit. A pale blue sort of suit with a
blond Beatles wig. Thankfully, everything
became clear when the first bars of Ovo
Je Balkan started up. A challenging song,
although Paul moved around the stage
just like Milan Stanković did in May. Not
to be outdone by Chanée & N’evergreen,
he had bigger party poppers. The
functions room’s lights will never be the
same again.
After two songs from recent contests,
Daul Hill was next on. His sisterin-law had earlier told me that he’d
grown a goatee especially for his turn.
Such dedication. When we saw his
Ali G-esque outfit, we correctly guessed
he was performing as Nino Pršeš, the
Bosnian singer from 2001. Why was he
singing Hano, Dean asked? Because it’s
in my range came the sensible reply. Daul
always performs more unfashionable
songs, and he gave it an excellent go.
5
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Dean goes
German

What SITEE now needed was a diva,
and Mandy Kerr filled that role perfectly.
Alla Pugacheva is the third best-selling
artist who’s participated in Eurovision,
and she attacked Primadonna. The real
Alla, as we remember, cuts her own hair
and demands the prima donna treatment.
There were plenty of Alla fans in the
audience, so it was likely she’d get plenty
of votes later on.
Last year’s runner-up was next on
stage. Danny Lynch previously sang
Brinck’s Believe Again, and may well
have won had it not been for a cold he
was suffering from. He again adopted the
simple approach – just him and his guitar.
So no surprise when he told us he would
be Belgium’s Tom Dice. The previous
six acts had been good, but this was just
on another level. He sang it perfectly
(despite miming the guitar fingering) and
there were a lot of open mouths. He had
this in the bag we thought.
After more pearls of advice from Kit
and Hera, we again settled down for the
final four acts. Emily Roberts, sister of
Eloise and sister-in-law of Daul, had kept
under wraps (literally) her turn. She had
told me earlier that she’d not practiced
much due to the challenging vocals, and
she’d been making her outfit 24 hours
earlier. Emily adopted the novel approach
of performing as Azerbaijan’s Elnur AND
Samir, with half her costume in black and
the other in white, complete with angel
6

wing. Suddenly thought of Tom Dice
running away with it disappeared, and
we realised we had a fight on our hands.
Our second duet of the evening
was also our only national final song.
Andrew ‘Schlagerboy’ Moffatt and
David ‘Schlagerboy’ Onion had tastefully
dressed as Lili & Susie, singers of Show Me
Heaven in the 2009 Melodifestival. Their
‘styling och consulting’ was courtesy of
Primark, although we’re not sure who
had engineered the migratory chest of
Lili (or was it Susie). The Schlagerboys
always give it their best shot and were
very entertaining.
With two acts to go, it was time for
the sister of Eloise and Emily, and wife
of Daul, Rachel Alexander-Hill. She’s
performed in various guises through
the years. Had she know Hera had been
there, she told us, she would not have
been Iceland’s Selma (the 2005 vintage).
In looking for a karaoke version of the
backing track, Rachel had drawn a
complete blank. However, after an email
to Selma herself, she was provided with
a specially composed track to sing to. It
just shows that these singers are human
after all. Rachel/Selma’s version of If
I Had Your Love went down very well,
and had all the moves beautifully
choreographed.
Last, but not least, we had the one and
only Alec Parkin on stage. With an outfit
made in Bangkok we were treated to an
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authentic looking Ruth Jacott singing
Vrede. Last is never an easy place to
perform, and again Alec seemed slightly
nervous. But he was another one who
had obviously paid meticulous attention
to the choreography of the Dutch song.
After more advice and opinion from
Kit and Hera, we got to the important
part – the voting. This year, instead of
voting for one, we got to pick our top
three. With a field of 11 it was never
going to be easy. And as is the custom,
no contest would be complete without
an interval act. Would it be Riverdance?
Would it be Stéphane Grapelli? Would
it be Aqua? We had something far more
interesting, the highly talented Kit Rolfe
and Hera Björk! Kit, and then Hera, sang
several songs for us. Some we knew from
Eurovision and some that were their own
favourites. Hera’s rendition of Diamonds
Are Forever was particularly noteworthy,
as were her English language versions
of Ik Ben Verlief and Molitva. And of
course a Bash with Kit Rolfe wouldn’t be
complete without Love Games, including
the famous green and black jacket. Kit
was impressed that she could still get
into it. And as if this wasn’t enough, the
cherry on the cake of this mini concert/
interval act was a duet of Waterloo.
After a slightly nervous wait, Dean
again took to the stage – no singing this
time – to announce the top five. They’d
come to the stage in no particular order
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before the top three were announced.
With all the suspense of an X Factor final,
the top three were:
Third: Elaine Dove and Paul Jordan as
Chanée & N’evergreen
Second: Emily Roberts as Elnur & Samir
First: Danny Lynch as Tom Dice
A very popular top three, and a very
surprised, yet delighted, Danny Lynch.
He took to the stage again, and in true
Eurovision style reprised Me And My
Guitar.
With all that excitement, the only thing
left to do was hit the dance floor. DJ Dave
entertained us into the wee small hours
with some uptempo Eurovision classics.
Hera and Kit were still around, and even
had a bop themselves. And when the
disco finished, plenty of us were still up
and about.
The next morning is always an
anticlimax. Breakfast is a slightly muted
affair, with people nursing sore heads.
We all go home knowing that the real
world is out there after all. But as usual
the Eurobash is a highlight of many
people’s year.
I thoroughly enjoyed the whole
weekend with its laughs and just a little
bit of lunacy. I will be there next year,
wherever it is, and I advise anyone
who’s never been to give it a try. I would
especially like to thank all of the organisers
who made it such a fun weekend. v
See over for all the Stars In Their Eurovision Eyes contestants.
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EUROBASH 2010: STARS IN THEIR EUROVISION EYES

Andrew Moffat and
David Onion
as Lili & Susie

Paul Marks-Jones
as Milan Stankovic
Kristján Sveinsson
as Lars A Fredriksen

Elaine Dove and Paul Jordan
as Chanée & N’evergreen
Danny Lynch
as Tom Dice

Mandy Kerr
as Alla Pugacheva

Alec Parkin
as Ruth Jacott

Eloise Flint
as Yohanna

Emily Roberts
as Elnur & Samir
Rachel Alexander-Hill
as Selma

Daul Hill
as Nino Pršeš
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EURO QUIZ/COMPETITION

EUROQUIZ

EUROQUIZ
This issue’s quiz, set by Martin Faulkner and Marcus Keppel-Palmer,
is devoted to those who have been brave enough to introduce the
world of synths and electropop to Eurovision over the years –
or tried to, at least!

1. Belgian group
Télex represented
Belgium in 1980
with
Euro-Vision.
But which classic
song did they cover
and take to number 34 in the UK charts the
previous summer?
2. Which tennis
player is namechecked in Video
Video by Brixx,
Denmark’s
synthladen effort in 1982?
3. Which ESC artist’s albums include
Politics, Universe and Sexuality?
4. Synthpop group
Q-Feel participated
in the 1982 Song
For Europe. What
was the name of
their entry?
5. As with many of their contemporaries,
synthpop and new wave sounds were
common in their earlier albums, but their
sole UK hit Keeping The Dream Alive and
their subsequent ESC entry bore little real
sign of this. Name the band?
6. The name of which synthpop-friendly
ESC act is taken from an incorrect answer
on the local edition of Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire?
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7. Which punky ESC artist was the first
ever cover star of UK pop magazine
Smash Hits?
8. Italian 1984 entrant
Franco
Battiato
(who sang with
Alice) is well-known
for his work in the
field of experimental
electronic
music.
His ESC effort was
slightly more conventional, despite its
opera singers and off-beat lyrics about
trains and a city called Tozeur. But in which
country would you find that city?
9. The lyrics to the English version of
which quirky new wave-inspired ESC entry
contain several repetitions of the phrase
“Better give it up, I don’t have a clue”?
10. The improbably named Mister Fisto
introduced their blend of new wave
synthpop to their local national final in
1986, but sadly failed to make it to the
contest proper. Which country were they
seeking to represent?
What wacky nation could
possibly produce Mister Fisto?!

For answers see inside back cover
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KIT ROLFE

MY EUROVISION
STORY

In 1984, the UK was represented at the Eurovision Song Contest,
in Luxembourg by Belle and the Devotions, singing Love Games.
Kit Rolfe, aka Belle, tells her Eurovision story

PHOTO BY DAVID PHILPOTT

M

y first foray
Motown sounds of
into
the
the sixties and the
Eurovision
three of us decided
arena came in 1983
we should market it
when I travelled to
as a girl group project
Munich as a backing
with myself as the
singer for Sweet
lead singer. We tossed
Dreams performing
names around and
I’m Never Giving Up,
came up with ‘Belle
that year’s UK entry.
and the Devotions’
In the early 1980s the
– and signing a deal
pro music scene in
with DJM Records
London was a very
we released three
different one to that
singles that year. All
now. Session work
the singles received
abounded in plenty
a fair amount of
as technology hadn’t
Radio 1 and commercial
entered every wouldradio airplay putting
be-star’s bedroom in
us (hopefully) on the
the form of an instant
road to success. We
recording
studio
even got fan mail at
and
consequently
this early stage.
professional backing Kit Rolfe at this year’s Eurobash
As our fourth single
singers
were
in
we had recorded Love
demand. One of my
Games and were at a
regular haunts was the BBC. I’d been a
crucial decision point as to whether we
backing singer on the Song For Europe
should change record companies and
programme many times. I also did a lot
defect to a more widely known label.
of session singing for well-known Euro
Paul and Graham entered the track
writers Tony Hiller (Save Your Kisses For Me
for the Song For Europe competition
fame), Paul Curtis and Graham Sacher.
and when it was chosen as a finalist
In 1983 Paul and Graham wrote a
we eagerly, like lambs to the slaughter,
song called Where Did Love Go Wrong
scrambled over each other to sign to
which I recorded for them. This song
CBS. The company sported Michael
was of a style very evocative of the
Jackson, so how could we fail?
10
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It was time to find our Devotions. In
time honoured fashion we auditioned
hopefuls and were lucky to find
Linda and Laura who fitted the bill
to perfection. The girls sang, looked
great and hopefully their dancing talent
would go some way to masking my
own somewhat wooden steps! We were
ready to take on the world, and what a
strange world that was. A management
company
materialised
from
the
woodwork and threw
money at us, taking
us to the poshest
Knightsbridge hairdressers, sending us
out on extravagant
shopping trips for
clothes armed with
an army of ‘stylists’
and
in
general
spending like there
was no tomorrow. It
was some time before
we were introduced
to the intricacies of
our ‘client account’
and realised that only
ourselves would pay the bill. It was
back to home-perms and Topshop.
Of course our image as Belle and
the Devotions was very important and
what we created was perfect for that time
as well as being a genuine extension of
our colourful personalities. Everything
was dayglo green or orange including
the hair! Skirts were short and tight
and much plastic was used. In fact it’s
a wonder we didn’t get arrested looking
like that 26 years ago! I suppose we
were eclipsed by the punks sporting
their safety pins and mohicans. Today
seems somewhat drab in comparison.
Our clothes were to get us into varying
degrees of hot water on some of our
continental live TV performances.
The day of the live transmission of the
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Song For Europe contest came. I arrived
at the gates of the BBC to be greeted by a
picket line. Apparently technicians were
threatening to strike over a dispute and
our long awaited moment of fame was
in serious jeopardy. Preparations went
ahead and agreement was reached in the
nick of time. We were on our way. That
night our performance of Love Games
swept the board to win by a majority vote
and we enjoyed the happy experience
of ourselves being
swept away in a
limo to party the
night fantastic at the
Kensington Hilton.
The month running
up to the Eurovision
was frenetic. We’d
really caught the
imagination of the
British public with
our luminous clothes
and scary hair and
I don’t think we
had a day free of
photo shoots and
TV appearances. We
pontificated happily on breakfast shows,
lunch-time magazine programmes and
evening pop shows such as Top of the
Pops as our record climbed the charts. I
remember a freakish experience for me
was allowing a make up artist at Pebble
Mill to do my hair and face. Oh my
god, it was too late to change it by the
time I looked in the mirror. Years later
Noel Edmunds used the Pebble Mill
clip of me in his Telly Years TV show.
He described me as the brainchild for
Lily Savage!
That make up artist
definitely should never have given up
her day job.
As something of a Euro veteran I
had promised Linda and Laura (my
Devotions) that they would have the
time of their life in Luxembourg. Our
11
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host country would shower us with
gifts, take us on endless sightseeing
tours, wine and dine us at receptions
and of course throw parties for us every
night. After all that’s what happened for
me in Munich the previous year wasn’t
it? Poor old Luxembourg obviously
hadn’t read the instructions. Our most
exciting outings would be the daily trip
to rehearsals. As
visitors the UK had
drawn the short
straw, while other
countries lived it
up at the best hotels
Luxembourg could
offer. Belle and the
Devotions
were
housed in some
dodgy
Pension
type hostelry – I
can see the room
now, at least the
small area not taken up by the en-suite
arrangement inadequately concealed
behind a curtain!
Members of the press stepped in and
set up a trip to a nightclub for us. The
purpose of this being lots of risqué pics of
our intrepid trio clubbing it. We arrived
to find the shutters up. Great. They
kindly opened up for us and we spent
the evening faking pictures of us having
a wild time with reporters playing the
parts of punters. The resulting pics were
hilarious and occupy pride of place in
my Euro scrapbook.
The night of the contest finally arrived
– at least we were wide awake due to our
lack of late nights. We had experienced
a strange hostility during the week
from some of the continental press. I
remember some reporters in particular
seemed to think that our song was too
much of a tribute to The Supremes. Why
that should offend I can’t imagine. The
other negative feedback was our image.
12

In the UK our image hit the spot bang on.
Over here they seemed to be sadly
behind the times, still locked in with
Sing, Little Birdie. Add to that the fact
that British football hooligans had
seriously messed up that year, no wonder
we failed to appear on Luxembourg’s
A-list.
The contest, held in some vast soulless

“In the UK our
image hit the
spot bang on.
Over here they
seemed to be
sadly behind
the times, still
locked in with
Sing, Little
Birdie”
stadium, was a revelation. We were
confident, well rehearsed and strode out
onto that stage to have a ball, knowing,
whatever happened, we had represented
our country honourably and given it
everything – so we couldn’t believe our
ears as we finished to a rousing chorus
of boos. Whatever had happened to the
spirit of Eurovision? My informants
later told me the boos had emanated
from the press box, no, not the British
press! Belle and the Devotions placed
seventh in the final running order and
my enduring final memory of the contest
was when the three blond Swedish boys
reprised their winning entry and as the
closing credits rolled up one boy danced
a little too exuberantly in his moment of
triumph and fell off the back of the stage.
Now you see him, now you don’t!
However, on our return to the UK
we were indeed attacked by a member
of the British press. A showbiz reporter
representing one of our best loved
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tabloids was making a last ditch attempt
to screw a few bob out of our story
before we vanished into oblivion and
cooked up a tale about the Devotions
and I not doing the ‘real’ singing on our
Eurovision performance. Apparently,
(this was revealed in the manner of a
horrific secret) the real singers had been
cleverly concealed behind a curtain
while my Devotions and
I hoofed our way through
the steps. I was stunned,
my professional reputation
in London has always been
of the highest and however
daunting it would be I
felt I had no option but to
bring an action for libel and
defamation. There are times
in your life when you have
to put everything on the line
for a principle, something
you believe in.
Eurovision rules were clear. Each
country was allowed up to six singers
per song and the BBC had wisely decided
to use the extra three back up vocals as
this would help our song to sound just
like the record with it’s double tracking
in the choruses. Only my own voice, of
course, was ever on the lead vocals. It
would have looked ridiculous if we’d
crammed the bee vee’s onto the stage
with us, especially as one of them was
almost nine months pregnant at the
time. Lots of entrants had their backing
singers out of vision. It’s an interesting
point that in 1991, when we backed
Samantha Janus in Rome, Hazell Dean
and myself were in fact put clearly in
vision although next to the orchestra.
Stable doors and bolting horses spring
to mind.
If you are an ordinary working person
it’s a very scary step taking on a national
newspaper in a lawsuit. My barrister
confessed that he hated to do this as
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sometimes justice is not always done
and frankly my husband and I could
lose our house. I told him not to worry
I had complete confidence in him. My
confidence was not misplaced and 18
months later The Sun printed a retraction
and an apology on the same page and in
the same size headlines as the original
defamatory article. The only word they
wouldn’t print was the word
‘substantial’ when referring
to the size of the damages
they paid me. I certainly
wasn’t going to argue, I
know perfectly well that
it was a drop in the ocean
for them, but for me it was
far more substantial than
anything else I’d earned
to do with the Eurovision
Song Contest!
Surprisingly, considering
we didn’t win the contest,
the girls and I found ourselves very busy
over the following summer. Although
some continentals obviously were
not fans it transpired that many were,
resulting in a full diary for some time.
We were booked for many European
TV shows and Gala performances.
Sopot, Poland in 1984 was a fascinating
place, we appeared in the open air clad
only in 1950’s swimsuits bought in a
second hand shop in Covent Garden,
an audience of thousands confronting
us. Payment was made in zlotties – we
were zlottie millionaires! Hurrah! Only
problem was there was nothing in the
shops to spend it on and it had no value
in any other country. I have to confess
mine went on champagne as in the case
of the zlotties ‘you couldn’t take ‘em
with you’.
As we rushed to the airport on one
occasion both Laura and I had forgotten
our passports. Back then it was no
problem, the officials had watched us
13

KIT ROLFE

on Top Of The Pops the previous night
and were happy to issue temporaries. I
couldn’t see that happening today. We
continued on our way to Amsterdam
and were welcomed as stars on a Royal
Gala for Queen Beatrix. This was held
in an enormous sports stadium and
the producer had the happy idea that
when Belle and the Devotions were
introduced we would be filmed from
behind running about 40 metres from
the tunnel to the central stage. As we
were wearing dresses resembling plastic
bin liners laced tightly up the back and
teetering on perilously high heels this
was something of a feat for us, however
we gave it a shot.
First run through and my long
mike lead became entangled in the
wheels of my pursuing camera leaving
the cameraman, camera and myself
collapsed in a heap. Radio mikes were
despatched but we still weren’t out of
the wood. Our song only had a four bar
intro and we had to sprint 40 metres?
Needless to say on the night the result

IN CONVERSION
WITH A
EURO
DIVA

Adam Bagherian talks
briefly to Kit Rolfe
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was hysterically funny. As we watched
a video later we saw these three tightly
clad shiny plastic bums with stick like
legs working like pistons to get us to the
stage on time and of course we didn’t
make it and had to start singing mid
sprint.
As I later laughed along with a small
quiet unassuming chap I’d earlier taken
for a stage hand I suddenly realised I
was sharing a joke with Robin Gibb, one
of my fellow performers. Some of the
biggest stars are the most modest and
down to earth. He wasn’t the only one.
When were in our dressing room our
next-door neighbour Jermaine Jackson
wanted ‘our ‘ autographs!
I’d have to write a book to describe
all the wacky moments of being Belle,
but the wackiest of all happened in the
mountains of Bad Hartzburg in Germany.
The girls and I were booked to sing on
a Saturday night live prime time TV
show – one of those outdoor summer
jobs with a fantastic setting. We were
singing a song this time that had a long
Adam Bagherian: Can you tell me about your
career before Eurovision?
Kit Rolfe: My first single was with EMI at the age of
18. I believe it was a hit on the continent. The name
of my group was Treetops. I had a deal with DJM
before Eurovision and my husband and I wrote that
single, it was called The Wizard. I’ve had various
deals in Germany. I can’t remember how many or all
the titles. I was lead singer in a group called Vega,
written and produced by one of this countries leading
Egyptologists David Rohl. This was a Number One
hit in Switzerland and Cyprus in the 1980s. I have a
great video of this single which was with Red Bus
Records.
How did you come to work with Paul Curtis
and Graham Sacher?
As an 18 year old I was in a Mecca band with Hazell
Dean. We shared a flat for a year and were best
mates. She met Paul Curtis first and recorded with
him – then I was introduced and did lots of session
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intro and this had given the producer an
‘idea’.
We arrived armed with our trade mark
outfits of short and tight, accompanied
by our usual stilettos only to find that we
would be announced
and immediately grin
fiendishly at the cameras
before jumping onto
bicycles and pedalling
furiously along a high
narrow catwalk about
20 metres long. We
would then fling the
bikes away and leap
into our song and dance
routine. What is it with
these guys?
Well,
as
you’ve
guessed we were up for it. The run
throughs went like clockwork and
we were thinking maybe this isn’t such
a mad idea, fraught with danger, after
all. 6.30pm came all too soon and this
was it, live transmission. The announcer
yelled our name enthusiastically and we
work for him and his writing partner Graham Sacher.
That’s how I met them.
Can you tell me about how you came to work
as a backing singer and your experiences in
the 1991 Eurovision Song Contest in Rome?
I used to do a lot of session work at the BBC in
those days, especially for all the Song For Europe
shows, and I often did the booking of other singers.
When I landed the gig backing Samantha Janus in
Rome I booked Hazell straight away to sing with
me. We had a great week in Rome. We were in
shot at the final screening. This was because of the
stupid stuff that went on when our backing singers
said silly things about doing the singing for me in
Luxembourg. The BBC took this on board and
made sure that backing singers could be seen on
subsequent occasions.
What other recordings have you been involved
in since the split of Belle and the Devotions?
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accordingly grinned and pedalled. Only
thing was – no music! Being troupers
we valiantly soldiered on going through
the motions, pedalling, grinning more,
throwing the bikes, diving for the mike
stands and – yes – the
music suddenly blared
out. Trouble was we
had no idea where we
were. You can imagine
the scene as we fumbled
desperately for words
and steps until we found
our way into our song.
Aargh!
A post mortem, later,
sitting huddled round
a TV set to view the
worst, revealed that the
music was plain for all to hear at home.
We‘ve probably featured on every
German ‘It’ll Be Alright On The Night’
show since. I can’t imagine what
the viewers thought of these three
bungling idiots on bicycles from the UK.
That’s showbiz. v
Did this involve recording a single with Eddie
the Eagle?
I did so many odd recording things that I can’t
remember them all but, yes, I did indeed put together
a three girl thing for our performance on Fly Eddie
Fly with Eddie the Eagle. We were Eaglettes! I had a
deal with Jigsaw Records in the 1990s and we had
several releases, some good records, they called me
Channelle if I remember rightly. I also sang backing
vocals on Madonna’s soundtrack for Evita, among
many other sessions which I can’t remember who
was what! I toured with Gary Numan as his backing
vocalist on the ‘Fury’ tour.
Can you briefly tell us what you are up to these
days and do you still perform?
I still work of course. I cruise on Swan Hellenic – I
work with a terrific band called Tuxedo Class. We’ve
done all sorts including gigs for the Queen and a
gig at the royal palace in Jordan for the marriage of
Princess Sumaya.
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Retrospective2010
Part 2

Darren Jenkin returns with reader comments and votes… so let the
countdown begin!
Photographs by David Elder

39th
United Kingdom		
277
Performer: Josh
Title: That Sounds Good To Me
Jess Cully Proof of what can happen
when you don’t make any effort.
Terry Egan Obviously nobody agreed
with the title.
David Revie That sounded not so good.
Justin Joseph At least Josh did us proud!
He was just stuck with a bad song.
38th
Slovenia 		
317
Performers: Ansambel Žlindra &
Kalamari
Title: Narodnozabavni Rock (Native Folk
Rock
Jess Cully This is what ESC is about.
Where else would you find Polka-Rock?
Justin Joseph Hey – two songs for the
price of one! A bargain!
37th
Malta			
504
Performer: Thea Garrett
Title: My Dream
Paul Gurney Her dream was to get to the
final, but the seagull ruined it.
Phillip Ronald-Price Great song and the
birdman was fun.
36th
Poland			
520
Performer: Marcin Mroziński
Title: Legenda (The Legend)
Sally Frith If anyone could explain this to
me I would be very grateful.
David Revie An apple a day keeps this
song away.
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Irene Revie He is creepy and the whole
thing is a little disturbing.
35th
Belarus			
524
Performer: 3+2
Title: Butterflies
Terry Clark Couldn’t understand the
two moths at all!
Andi Musson Wish they would fly
away.
Andy Roberts 3+2=0
34th
Russia			
528
Performer: Peter Nalitch & Friends
Title: Lost And Forgotten
David A Allen Lost and er ………
Joe Clark Pleasant in a depressing way.
Davina Revie Good singer. Strange but
good.
33rd
Finland			
567
Performer: Kuunkuiskaajat
Title: Työlki Ellää (One Can Work For A
Living, Too)
Paul Gurney Why didn’t this qualify?
Superb song.
Snook Hot Suomi chicks mumble fest.
32nd
Portugal			
582
Performer: Filipa Azevedo
Title: Há Dias Assi (It’s One Of Those
Days)
Chez n Viash She’s dressed like she
should be on top of a cake.
Gary Kettle Style with substance. Won’t
get anywhere.
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Malta: Fun birdman

31st
Macedonia, FYR		
585
Performer: Gjoko Taneski feat. Bili &
Pejcin
Title: Jas Ja Imam Silata (I Have The
Strength)
Charles Patrick 1970’s guitar and
Macedonian rap – such an obvious
combination.
Davina Revie Where do they find these
people?
30th
Bosnia & Herzegovina
676
Performer: Vukašin Brajić
Title: Thunder And Lightning
Terry Clarke Wish a bolt had kept this
in the semi.
Mark Curnow What’s with the jacket?
Butlins?
Hammy All thunder and no lightning.
Irene Revie Rockers don’t wear suits
with silk lapels!
29th
Bulgaria			
695
Performer: Miro
Title: Angel Si Ti (You’re An Angel)
Charles Patrick Strong vocals and
visuals – just a shame about the song.
Irene Revie Dude thinks he’s Elvis!
28th
Switzerland		
704
Performer: Michael von der Heide
Title: Il Pleut De L’Or (It’s Raining Gold)
Martin Frampton Hairstyle to die for!!!
T J Loveridge One of Graham Norton’s
suits.
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Netherlands: Guilty pleasure

Irene Revie He’s trapped in the 1980’s.
Not a chance.
27th
Moldova		
729
Performer: Sunstroke Project & Olia
Tira
Title: Run Away
Kath Dobson Was it necessary to hump
his instrument?
Irene Revie Did she do her make up in
the dark?
Mark Sorrell I think I prefer ethnic in
national dress and granny rules ,OK!
26th
Ukraine			
734
Performer: Alyosha
Title: Sweet People
Paula Speechless … and that takes a lot!
Mark Sorrell I’m not well. I don’t need
your whining.
25th
Netherlands		
746
Performers: Sieneke
Title: Ik Ben Verliefd (Sha-La-Lie) (I’m In
Love (Sha-La-Lie))
Terry Clarke Obviously it’s not cool to
play with your organ!
Mark Sorrell A guilty pleasure although
it shouldn’t be admitted to in public.
24th
France			
747
Performer: Jessy Matador
Title: Allez Ola Olé (Come on! Ola! Olé!)
Hammy It was like watching an exercise
DVD.
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Estonia: Truly special

David Revie No way Ole!
Davina Revie Very lively. Great for
doing keep fit!
Kay Richardson What the...?? LOL!!!
Justin Joseph What a great fun song!
At least this did better than France’s
performance in the World Cup!
23rd
Lithuania		
765
Performer: InCulto
Title: East European Funk
Terry Egan Sorry, but this was pants!
Richard Farnham The shorts and legs
did it for me!
Alan Murrell Love the sparkly shorts.
Mark Sorrell The final needed this more
than Russia.
22nd
Estonia			
911
Performer: Malcolm Lincoln
& Manpower 4
Title: Siren
Gary Kettle The siren in his head isn’t
the only thing making an awful sound.
Theresa Krajewski Truly special.
Snook Migraine.
Mark Sorrell Maybe a touch Mike
Flowers Pop?
21st
Latvia			
933
Performer: Aisha
Title: What For
Paul Gurney What For indeed!
Mark Sorrell Time Latvia went into
hibernation from Eurovision.
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Serbia: His mummy loves him!

20th
Serbia			
986
Performers: Milan Stanković
Title: Ovo Je Balkan (This Is The Balkans)
Sarah Cocks If he’s their idol it’s
no wonder Serbia have had so many
problems.
Val Barnes Down His mummy loves
him!
Diana Frith Well at least he’s having fun.
Kay Richardson Bizarre… and awful.
19th
Ireland
1,087
Performer: Niamh Kavanagh
Title: It’s For You
Alan Murrell RTE were hoping her name
was enough.
Chelle Richards Love the voice and
accessories.
Justin Joseph Ireland are back!
18th
Georgia		
1,106
Performer: Sofia Nizharadze
Title: Shine
Terry Egan Better than Take That’s Shine.
Martin Frampton A beauty that pushes
all the right buttons.
Gary Kettle Good singer. Ditch the
dancers.
17th
Cyprus		
1,167
Performer: Jon Lilygreen &
The Islanders
Title: Life Looks Better In Spring
Charles Patrick The best Welsh entry
ever.
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Mark Curnow A young Kevin Bacon.
Mark Sorrell Can someone explain to
me how this was better than Sweden?
Justin Joseph Cyprus only gets to the
final with British performers.
16th
Albania		
1,223
Performer: Juliana Pasha
Title: It’s All About You
Richard Farnham Albania’s best ever.
Charles Patrick A classic Eurovision
stomper.
Sarah Cocks Edward Scissorhands on
violin.
15th
Romania
1,282
Performer: Paula Seling & Ovi
Title: Playing With Fire
Ian Hubbard The piano was see-through
so why not the jumpsuit?
Irene Revie They must have sewn her
into that outfit.
14th
Norway		
1,303
Performer: Didrik Solli-Tangen
Title: My Heart Is Yours
Andi Musson My heart is his.
Chelle Richards Dishy Didrik did it for
me!
Mark Sorrell It’s placing is totally unfair
when you see the dross in the top five.
13th
Iceland		
1,358
Performer: Hera Björk
Title: Je Ne Sais Quoi (I Don’t Know What)
Sarah Cocks French title, Israeli
sideways walking… Which part is
Icelandic?
Jeremy Kerridge Camp disco diva and
complete Eurovision.
Phillip Ronald-Price Fantastic. All the
ingredients of my ideal Eurovision song.
12th
Spain		
1,483
Performer: Daniel Diges
Title: Algo Pequeñito (Something Tiny)
Jeremy Kerridge And we had to see
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Spain: Twice...

this twice…
Alan Murrell UK 1967 meets Netherlands
1973!
11th
Greece
1,529
Performer: Giorgos Alkaios & Friends
Title: Opa
Martin Frampton Boys sent round if you
don’t pay your bills. Frightening.
Theresa Krajewski Sounds like the
sound track to an epic film.
Charles Laing The whole package was
excellent.
10th
Belgium		
1,613
Performer: Tom Dice
Title: Me And My Guitar
Jess Cully If this was an X-Factor
audition it would be 4 x Yes!
Mark Curnow Snug fitting trousers!
Andy Roberts Double six for Tom.
9th
Sweden		
1,625
Performer: Anna Bergendahl
Title: This Is My Life
Gary Kettle Everybody hug!
Terry Egan Definitely the best song not
to make the final.
Jeremy Kerridge A cut above the rest.
Sweden take note.
Alan Murrell Where did the guitar go?
Did she give it to Tom Dice?
Mark Sorrell I bet I know where the
Swedes want those glow-sticks stuck
now...
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Alan Murrell Expected more from these
Euro veterans.
Irene Revie Girl on girl action always
goes down well. All pretty and thin…
grrr...

Armenia: Who ate the big apricot?

8th
Turkey		
1,674
Performer: maNga
Title: We Could Be The Same
Terry Clarke How well would they do
without the Turks abroad?
Justin Joseph One of the best Turkish
songs ever! So modern – and it got a great
placing without needing the ex-pat vote.
Irene Revie At least there is no belly
dancing.
7th
Denmark
1,712
Performer: Chanée & N’evergreen
Title: In A Moment Like This
Charles Patrick Danish power pop.
Catchy in a predictable way.
Mark Sorrell Sting and Miss Saigon.
6th
Slovakia
1,775
Performers: Kristina Pelakova
Title: Horehronie
Martin Frampton Bouncy and mildly
contagious.
Charles Laing Gimmicks were out this
year it seems.
T J Loveridge She would look good in
my garden!
Mark Sorrell This proves you can do it
Slovakia, but get a reliable vocalist.
5th
Croatia		
1,782
Performer: Feminnem
Title: Lako Je Sve (Everything Is Easy)
Terry Egan Definitely good enough to
qualify – so why didn’t it?
20

4th
Israel		
2,158
Performer: Harel Skaat
Title: Milim (Words)
David A Allen Made me weep, but not in
a good way.
Tony Yates He needs a good cough.
Mark Sorrell One of the few songs not
obviously written in five minutes.
3rd
Armenia		
2,355
Performer: Eva Rivas
Title: Apricot Stone
Hammy I wonder who ate the big
apricot?
Jeremy Kerridge We all know why she
got votes!
David Revie It takes more than cleavage
to win.
Irene Revie Jealous of her hair and legs,
but I have the boobs!
2nd
Azerbaijan
2,401
Performer: Safura
Title: Drip Drop
Sally Frith A lot of wasted money. Felt
she was trying too hard.
Pam Yates Couldn’t she afford both
gloves?
Mark Sorrell They just have to show up
to get a 100 points.
Justin Joseph They spent a lot on this
performance – and it obviously worked!
1st
Germany
2,443
Performer: Lena Meyer-Landrut
Title: Satellite
Joe Clark Lily Allen in German.
Paul Gurney Fantastic winner bringing
ESC right up to the modern day.
Colin Taylor See what can be done when
you take it seriously.
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Voting results
As well as providing an overall top ten of all competing songs, readers were also asked
to provide individual votes for each of the three live shows
First Semi-Final
Belgium
Iceland
Albania
Slovakia
Greece
Moldova
Finland
Serbia
Estonia
Latvia
Belarus
Malta
Portugal
Russia
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Poland
Macedonia, FYR

Germany: Taking it seriously
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1,440
1,356
1,271
1,246
1,170
950
844
785
766
755
684
655
578
475
447
387
340

Second Semi-Final
Sweden
Denmark
Azerbaijan
Romania
Armenia
Israel
Croatia
Turkey
Ireland
Georgia
Cyprus
Switzerland
Lithuania
Bulgaria
Netherlands
Ukraine
Slovenia

1,166
1,161
1,136
1,109
1,107
1,081
1,079
1,078
977
777
776
660
528
490
490
432
293

Final
Germany
Iceland
Belgium
Romania
Azerbaijan
Denmark
Turkey
Greece
Albania
Armenia
Ireland
Israel
Norway
Cyprus
Moldova
Spain
France
Georgia
Serbia
Ukraine
Portugal
Belarus
Russia
United Kingdom
Bosnia & Herzegovina

1,525
1,168
1,167
1,106
1,102
1,009
1,008
996
867
832
824
822
768
765
750
718
689
648
492
461
433
408
372
315
314
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COLLECTING THOUGHTS ON
COLLECTING
Liam Whelan looks at our obsession of hoarding and collecting!

“I

know nothing
soul. By adding to
about
the
my collection I not
contest” whisponly feel a sense of
ered my neighbour in
achievement
but
the queue for food at
I
am
potentially
Eurobash last month.
unravelling
my
“The quiz! I hardly
own character and
got any questions
preferences. As I
correct!”
“It’s
all
learn more about the
relative!” I reassured Did those Egyptians start the collecting bug? contest through my
him, reaching for the
collection I am able
salad dressing (does anyone know what
to comprehend it and the participating
they put in it? It was delicious!). “There
nations more eloquently. Perhaps we
are people here today only interested in
collect the things around us to help us
the contest for the costumes. There are
understand ourselves better and find
people here today only interested in the
our place within our own mental and
contest for Carola. Fans are as diverse as
physical environment. I collect therefore
the walks of life they come from.” It was at
I am.
that point Nick’s (who did not know what
While I am nowhere near as organised
was in the salad dressing either) eyes lit up
as Nick, my hoarding days are over. It is all
as he began to tell me about his collection
well and good for one to collect everything
of signed Melodifestivalen records,
with the contest logo on until one needs
enough to make Christer Björkman’s
to move house in the middle of January in
head turn. Even though I do not have
five inches of snow. I now concentrate my
time for Melodifestivalen and I do not
collecting on programmes, handbooks,
collect records myself, hearing about his
notes... anything that can teach me
meticulously arranged collection left me
more about my beloved contest. It is not
in awe.
at all uncommon that the impetus behind
Collecting is far from a new practice.
a collection is a desire to learn new
The ancient Egyptians collected books for
things.
the world-famous library in Alexandria.
Another reason to collect is for
Dr Steve Anderson, a neurologist at the
investment. I have been sworn to secrecy
University of Iowa, suggests our need to
by many of you while researching this
collect may date back to an earlier point in
article by just how much you spent on that
our evolution since many animals hoard
one hard to find item. On the opposite end
things, especially food. I should know. I
of the spectrum you were just queuing
live with a hamster.
up to tell me your bargain stories, my
Fodder certainly makes a practical
favourite being a first pressing of Non Ho
collection, but while food fuels the
l’Eta being picked up at a car boot sale for
body, collecting may very well fuel the
the total sum of fifty pennies!
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Our good friend Wikipedia defines
to my own heart and I know many of you
collecting as “seeking, locating, acquiring,
swap and share mp3s. As well as national
organising, cataloguing, displaying,
finals I am proud to own a vast number of
storing and maintaining items of
contest recordings and pray the day will
interest”. However not every collector
come when the European Broadcasting
ticks all of these boxes. Many collections
Union officially release them (not to
never see the light of
mention make their
day until their owners
archives public).
pass away. I do not
Whether you are a
want to dwell on
schlager Nick, a Toby
the sad thought that
the hamster, or a Kato
many such collections
Hansen, you will have
end up in landfill, but
your own reasons
remain hopeful. With
for collecting. Even
the recent discovery
though you may be
of the 1957 and 1958
aware of collections
French national finals But is this collection complete?!
that are bigger than
many of us live in
yours, take the advice
hope that one day the 1956 and 1964
of Susan Pearce, author of Interpreting
contests will be found.
Objects & Collections, and deem yours
Kato Hansen (co-author of Melodi
magical!
Grand Prix, see last issue) has researched
l In a bizarre twist of fate I won a goody
the 1956 contest more than anyone else
bag containing singles and promotional
I have met. He acquired his copy of the
postcards at the Eurobash raffle. I am
inaugural contest’s programme directly
saving it for a reader who writes to tell
from Jetty Paerl. In fact he owns every
me about their own Eurovision Song
programme bar two, 1958 and 1960.
Contest collection (or the recipe for the
He did not know if programmes were
salad dressing used at Chancellors Hotel
published for these years. I was lucky
and Conference Centre, Manchester!).
enough to have seen a programme from
Please write to me at: Liam Whelan,
1960 the week before I flew to Oslo and
111 Summer Lane, Barnsley S75 2AD or
was therefore able to inform him of its
liam@goodeveningeurope.com.
existence. I felt honoured that Eurovision
l Everybody who entered last issue’s
royalty learned something from me and
competition has been sent a DVD of the
one day I even gave him an eBay tutorial
1976 Norwegian national final and the
in the press centre!
copy of Bulletproof Eggshells has been
I think I much prefer stories of car boot
sent to Mr T J Loveridge. Well done and
sales than those of finding items online.
thanks for taking part!
While the internet has changed the way
l After the positive reaction to my
we collect forever nothing will compare
feature on this year’s contest, it’s been
to finding that sought after item in a small
decided that I will step down from my
corner bookstore or charity shop.
role on as Vision’s Assistant Editor to
Before I start to sound too materialistic I
concentrate more on feature writing.
should mention of course that collections
Thank you for your comments! Please
do not necessarily comprise physical
continue to get in touch and tell me
objects. Accumulating recordings of
what you want to read about in future
national finals is something that is close
issues. v
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Compiled by David Ransted

Finishing positions 1956-2010
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Azerbaijan
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Lebanon did select a song for 2005, but this was withdrawn
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The EUROVISION
Research Network
On behalf of Vision, Peter Devine talks to Dr Toni Sant about the
development of the little known Eurovision Research Network

I

t may have escaped most
Vision: Your area of expertise
Eurovision fans notice, but
is in funding for countries
like every organisation
at Eurovision. What is your
there is a serious side to our
concern about it?
famous contest.
The Eurovision Research
Tony Sant: Most of the
Network (ERN), which was
countries taking part in the
first established last year,
ESC don’t do a return on
is a Eurovision think tank focusing
investment analyses when it comes to
on exploring issues such as ethnicity,
taking part. If they are going to spend
economic benefits of staging Eurovision
x pounds – what essentially is that
and other matters.
amount of money going to get them? So
The group is made up largely of
let’s take the BBC for example – if the
Eurovision devotees, who also happen
BBC is spending one million pounds
to be academics, journalists, broadcasters
(for example) on sending Josh to Oslo –
and other individuals who
is that just a million pounds
see Eurovision as a conduit “Most of the of licence payers money that
countries is being spent on this? Or is
to development under posttaking
part there something that the BBC
perestroika Europe .
The network held its
in the ESC is getting back from this? Most
inaugural meeting in Oslo
don’t do a of the countries represented
during this year’s contest to
at ESC are represented by
return on
develop its ideas and appeal to
broadcasters for
investment national
a larger audience. Its founding
their countries and clearly
analyses
principle is one of bringing
most of these national
when it
together people who can share
broadcasters have a remit for
comes to
dialogue on the development
public broadcasting, so in
of the world’s biggest televised taking part” itself the investment could be
musical event.
honouring the remit of being
Vision caught up with Dr Toni Sant,
part of that and of what the ESC is.
an executive board member, who has
So that is to say it’s not as if a
been involved in Eurovision in Malta for
commercial station or broadcaster were
many years and is an academic at Hull
sending a song to the ESC, where their
in the UK.
interest would be commercial about
We wanted to know what the world’s
what they’re going to get for the money
largest TV contest meant for counties
they are putting in. So the return on
taking part at Eurovision.
investment isn’t equal there in terms of
26							
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ESC 2009: Moscow spent many euros on Eurovision!

the analysis from what you inevitably
get back.
The point I am trying to make is that
although many of the countries do not
make this return on investment analysis,
some of them don’t need to. I don’t think
the UK really needs to. All it really needs
to do is to keep its expenses in check
because the money is coming from the
public. So that public service has to
make sure it is not taking advantage
of the public trust that the licence fee
payers are putting into it.
But not all countries operate through
a licence fee in terms of their public
broadcasting as the UK does. That is
when other elements come into play
– such as a department of culture or
tourism for a particular country. And it
is particularly popular with the newer
nations taking part in Eurovision, where
they see the event as a means of raising
the touristic profile of a particular
country.
Then, if they are spending, say one
million pounds on that, are they getting
one million pounds in added tourism
value? Or it could be as in some countries
where the entry, which although has

been made through the national public
broadcaster, is being handled or is being
farmed out to a commercial record label.
They add that particular artist to their
catalogue in the hope of selling more
records because it’s being represented at
Eurovision.
So if they put in one million pounds,
what’s their return on their investment?
They are not only recouping their costs
but, by investing it wisely, get out more
than putting that same investment into
a bank and getting next to nothing back
on interest.
Since Russia put in 100 million euros
last year, is there a danger that
other countries think the only way
to succeed at Eurovision is to start
pumping in these enormous sums of
money?
TS: I seriously doubt Norway put in as
much money as Russia did – and here
we are in Oslo. So I think what people
who live in larger countries tend to
forget is that there are a fair number
of countries taking part in Euroivsion
that are tiny. Take Malta as an example,
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whether they are just promoting their
new album that happens to be coming
out at the same time? Or whether it’s
a big concert which is coming up the
summer after Eurovision? This is still
exposure.
Is there some need to say to these
countries that the EBU should limit
funding?
Promotions: Good investment?

a country that has a population of just
over 400,000 people. Their participation
in Eurovision this year cost around
400,000 euros. That’s virtually one euro
per person in the country. Obviously if
you have a country of 26 million people
then you go for one euro or one pound
you get 26 million. Russia is a very huge
country. So if you look at the GDP for
the Eurovision spend going by the size
of the country, that is one element that
you need to factor in. I am thinking of
countries like Albania where the GDP
clearly does not compare to virtually all
the other countries which participate in
Eurovision.
Does that open up the whole system
of funding so that there is some sort
of level playing field?
TS: Well supposedly this occurs in many
of the countries taking part. Take for
example the level of funding for political
campaigning. Anyone who follows
politics in two or three countries knows
that although politicians claim they are
spending a set sum, unofficially they
spend more. If you have a singer or an act
that’s already established, how can you
distinguish that this campaign, which
is going out on My Space, Facebook or
whatever, is actually connected with their
entry at the Eurovision Song Contest, or
28

TS: I don’t think there should be a limit
in spending.
But doesn’t that mean the bigger
countries are always going to win?
TS: No, not necessarily. If we look
back over the past ten years when we
had a very different ESC than we have
had in the previous 45 years, we have
had countries which have not put a
lot of money into the contest and have
won. For example, Norway last year. I
don’t think Norway was one of the top
spenders at Eurovision 2009. There were
clearly countries that spent far more
than Norway, and there were countries
which didn’t, but still placed well.
In Malta we know the level of spending.
If you go back five years we were
placed second. So being placed second
in terms of the money you are spending
is almost as good as winning. Greece
won that year, but I don’t think they
won because they spent more money
than usual.
Can you see any improvements which
could be made for smaller countries
at Eurovision?
TS: I am in two minds between
advocating a return on investment
analysis and saying no – enjoy it while
you can. Life’s too short – enjoy it as it’s
only money in the end! v
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RAY DAVIES

In this edition of the ongoing series of singers and songwriters
from the Song For Europe, Marcus Keppel-Palmer looks back
at the career of the man who wrote one of the songs sung
by the New Seekers in 1972

I

t has always been a bit of mystery
identifying the songwriter of Why
Can’t We All Get Together which
finished fourth in the selection of the
Song For Europe 1972, a contest in which
the New Seekers sang all
six songs and which was
won convincingly by Beg
Steal Or Borrow, garnering
in the process as many
postcard votes as the other
five songs combined.
Even when the song was
released recently on CD in
the New Seekers’ Songbook,
the composer was credited
to R. Davies. Certainly, in
1972 there were several possibilities.
Could the mystery composer have
been Mud’s Rob Davis, the guitarist with
a taste for wearing dresses on stage who
had just come to fame with Tiger Feet
and Dyna-Mite and would subsequently
go on to write Can’t Get You Out Of My
Head for Kylie Minogue? Or could it
have been Rick Davies, one half of the
creative tension in Supertramp, who in
a year’s time would create one of the
must-have albums of the 1970s Crime
of The Century? Or could it have been
Ray Davies, lead writer and singer
with The Kinks, one of the great groups
of the 1960s, who had just had a hit
with Lola, one of their most enduring
singles?

In the end, the composer is revealed
to be Ray Davies, but no, not the King
Kink himself. Our Ray Davies is a king
of easy listening, a sort of Herb Alpert,
who too is a wizard on the trumpet. Ray
was born in Swansea in
1929 and owes his musical
career to his mother, who
insisted that he learn
piano. At the beginning of
World War II, Ray joined
the Sea Cadets where they
had a brass band. Ray fell
in to playing the trumpet
in the band, the previous
incumbent having been
called up for active service.
He played with the band at dances for
GIs and similar. Ray then went to study
at the Royal College of Music, playing
trumpet and learning about musical
composition, before joining up with the
Teddy Foster Band. Learning and honing
his trade there, Ray toured around the
Mecca Dance Hall circuit, playing his
trumpet behind singers like Julie Rogers
and Vince Hill (who performed in SFE
1963).
Recognised as one of the best jazz
trumpeters around, Ray left the band
by 1953 and became a session musician
par excellence as well as composing a
large number of tunes, mainly brass led
instrumentals in the 1950s. In demand
as a session musician, Ray started
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working
with The New Seekers
Bing Crosby and
Bob Hope, before
playing with the
famous composer
Stravinsky when
he came over to
London. The 1950s
saw plenty of
session work and
playing in bands,
but it was the
1960s which saw Ray gain prominence
in recordings.
In 1963 Ray was featured as the solo
trumpet on the Ken Thorne Orchestra’s
single of The Theme To The Lost Legion,
a hit cover of the
film theme tune.
He also recorded
on the first Rolling
Stones’ recording
session, was heard
prominently
on
the hits Downtown
by Petula Clark,
It’s Not Unusual
by Tom Jones, Big
Spender by Shirley
Bassey and The Last
Waltz by Engelbert
Humperdinck. Ray
was also featured
on
recordings
made by The Beatles.
In 1964, the BBC started a weekly pop
music show and because of restrictions,
all songs had to be re-recorded for the
show often with an orchestra - the BBC
Top Of the Pops Orchestra. Ray Davies
was recruited to play trumpet every
week with the orchestra under the
direction of Johnny Pearson, who as well
as leading the TOTP orchestra, also had
his own orchestra (having a hit with the
instrumental Sleepy Shores and appearing
on TOTP with that) and playing the
30

piano with Sounds
Orchestral.
Ray
stayed with the
TOTP
orchestra
for 20 years until
the show did away
with the orchestra,
with the rise of
videos.
Instrumental
music was very
popular in the
1960s, especially a jazzy-latin inflected
style as epitomised by Herb Alpert,
Bert Kampfaert and James Last, who
would record instrumental versions
of popular songs, as well as film and
television themes.
In the 1960s, Ray
was
regularly
recording
with
Johnny
Gregory
and his orchestra
(also known as the
Chaquito Big Band)
for Fontana, when
he was approached
to do a smaller
brass-led
band
sound, initially for
Reader’s Digest in
the USA, selling
Herb Alpert style
trumpet
records.
Ray’s recordings started and he found
that he was known as ‘Button Down
Brass’ and his own personal nickname
was ‘Funky Trumpet’. The first of his
many albums was called Funky Trumpet
On Broadway released in 1967.
Ray released four albums of Button
Down Brass music in 1968 alone, also
finding time to continue his session work
and of course his TOTP weekly session.
Although most of the songs on these
albums were arrangements of famous
songs, Ray always managed to include
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his own compositions. He had been
writing tunes for bands since the mid1950s in many styles. Ray left Fontana
and followed producer Tony Palmer
to Pye in 1970 and the Button Down
Brass albums that followed featured not
just Ray, but also Alan Hawkshaw on
keyboards (he has been involved with
several Song for Europe songs and also
contributed the guide vocal on the demo
of Congratulations) and Herbie Flowers
on bass, who participated in Song For
Europe 1979. Taking his key from the
move to funk from soul, Button Down
Brass incorporated wah-wah guitars
and funky brass. From easy-listening
the sound had moved to in-demand
disco funk.
So it seems
rather
strange
that the song Ray
contributed
to
the 1972 Song For
Europe, Why Can’t
We All Get Together
eschews that type
of music at all
and is a pleasant
harmonies-led
plea for peace and
love.
Finishing
fourth would seem
to be that, but Ray
resurrected
the
song as the title track for his 1972 album,
which saw a cover of Theme From Shaft
and another Ray Davies instrumental
Truckin. The following year saw Ray
even contribute vocals to his I Believe In
Music album.
1973 also saw the development of
quadrophonic sound, which was (like
8-track) the supposed future of music.
Under the guise of the Terry Cavendish
Orchestra, Ray and the Button Down
Brass released one of the few albums
recorded purely for the quadophonic

sound system. Leaving Pye Records in
1974, Funky Trumpet Ray ventured into
recording theme tunes, particularly cop
show television themes, which in the
1970s lent themselves to the wah-wah
guitar treatment. 1976 saw the release of
Ray’s most lauded album Funk In Hell,
which includes vocal versions of Stevie
Wonder’s Superstition.
Ray was also continuing to compose
and since 1976, he spent more time doing
that rather than playing and recording.
He recorded many jingles for the early
commercial radio stations and moved
into composing library music for KPM
and Boosey & Hawkes – library music
being instrumental music which is often
used as theme tunes
and
background
music on television
and films.
In 1949, Ray had
fathered a son,
Rhett, who also
went on to work in
the music business
as a producer and
arranger,
closely
working
with
Eno
and
Roxy
Music.
Married
in 1970, Ray has
happily continued
working, playing,
composing, arranging and producing,
despite suffering a cancer scare a few
years ago. He has also joined many other
composers who have competed in Song
For Europe in taking committee roles at
the Performing Rights Society and also
at the British Academy of Songwriters
and Composers.
Ray Davies may only have had
one song in Song For Europe, but his
career bears comparison to those other
R Davies’ who may have been candidates
to write a song for The New Seekers. v
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“Hello
from me,
KEN
BRUCE”
Dermot Manning of
OGAE Ireland looks
back over 16 years of
Ken Bruce’s Eurovision
commentaries

K

en Bruce has been broadcasting
for BBC Radio since 1982, and in
1988 he took over from Ray Moore
as the Eurovision commentator for BBC
Radio 2. Since then he has commentated
at every Eurovision Song Contest, and
this year in Oslo saw him celebrate his
23rd year in the commentator’s booth.
I first heard Ken’s unique style of
commentary during the Eurovision
Network Convention in 1993. A video
of the Millstreet final was played there
with Ken’s commentary track overlaid
on it. During it I heard him speak of
Barbara Dex, saying that according to
her biography she was a ski-coach, “a
40 seater by the looks of her!” From that
moment I was a confirmed fan. Since 1995
friends of mine in the United Kingdom
have kindly sent me audio tapes of Ken’s
annual Eurovision commentary. Normally
those tapes have remained in my car, and
many a long journey around Ireland have
been shortened as I remembered my
own Eurovision experiences through the
dulcet tones of Mr Bruce. However earlier
this year I decided to convert all my old
audio tapes of Ken’s commentaries to
mp3 format, in order that I could archive
32

them and store them on my computer as
well as play them on my iPod. Listening
again to 16 years of Eurovision allowed
me to hear some of Ken’s best one-liners,
and in this article I hope to capture some
of what makes Ken Bruce the Eurovision
broadcasting legend that he is.
Each year Ken opens his three hours
of commentary with the same line,
“Hello from me, Ken Bruce, welcome
to…Dublin/Birmingham/Jerusalem/
the Parken in Copenhagen, etc.” He then
generally makes some reference to the Te
Deum opening, such as “15 seconds of
Charpentier’s Te Deum to be followed by
three hours of Eurovision tedium”. That’s
then followed by some reference to the
arena the contest is being staged in. The
bigger the arena, the more likely he will
reminisce back to the days of Eurovision
when the contest was staged in 1,000- seat
theatres with everyone wearing black-tie
outfits. Then he will usually complain
about the location of his commentary
box, “dead centre, rear” or “the stage is
at the Rangers end, and my commentary
box is at the Celtic end!” In Copenhagen
in 2001, he was especially critical, saying
that the stage was so far away from him
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that the singers on it looked like figures
or strange goings on that you might
in an LS Lowry painting! He will then
miss on television. He noticed that one
usually go on give his views on the host
of the backing musicians for the French
city, how well the rehearsals have been
song in 1995 was shaking one maraca
going, and then time permitting, he will
to which he pondered “One maraca, I
usually give some class of prediction as
didn’t think they came in ones!” Ken also
to who he thinks will win.
loves to welcome back what he describes
Usually his opening spiel only has
as “the Eurovision veteran”, those that
to last a couple of minutes. However in
have been at the contest before, and have
1999 he had almost 20 minutes of airtime
come back for more. When Chiara sang
to fill before the first song was heard,
in Moscow in 2009, Ken said that she had
allowing him the opportunity to describe
been in Birmingham in 1998 and Kyiv in
the rules of the contest, the stage design,
2005, prompting him to say “Chiara has
and most if not all of the main tourist sites
certainly seen the beauty spots of Europe,
in Jerusalem! In contrast, the opening in
hasn’t she!” Speaking of Carola in 2006,
2001 for the Copenhagen contest was
he said of her gold lamé trousers, that
so short that Ken was reduced to having
their like “had not been seen since Bonnie
to speak over the Te Deum opening.
Tyler last had a clear out for the car-boot
Being a radio comsale”.
mentator, Ken Bruce has
Another regular feature
“...had not been
to be both the eyes and
of Ken’s commentary
seen since
ears of the listeners. His
his reference to the
Bonnie Tyler last isannual
style of commentating
“BBC Eurovision
had a clear out sweepstake”,
has therefore to be far
and to the
for the car-boot particular song he might
more descriptive than the
sale”
television equivalent. Ken
have drawn that year.
will describe in great detail
Some year’s he has spent
the set design, the look of the presenters,
the winnings long before the votes have
the various dresses, etc. In 2001, he said of
been cast, such as when he drew Gina
presenter Soren Pilmark that “he had the
G in 1996. In 2000, after hearing his pick
hair of Sting, the nose of Charles Dance,
for that year, the Romanian song sung
the eyes of Victor Spinetti and dresses like
by Taxi, he reflected that he would have
a Victorian doctor”. In the same contest he
been better off “putting his fiver into the
described Slovene singer Nusa Derinda
nearest bin”.
“as looking like she had been around the
Listening back to the contests from 1995
block a few times, and stopped in a couple
up to 2010, it has been interesting to see
of doorways!” In addition he will always
how Ken has had to cope with a changing
pay his own tribute to what he deems
contest. Back in the 1990s the contest was
to be “worst frock of the contest”, none
a much simpler affair. Nowadays Ken has
more so than in 1999, when speaking of
a lot more to do than just sit in his booth
Spanish singer Lydia’s much maligned
passing comment on the participants.
dress, “she looks like a walking packet of
He now has to give out phone numbers,
Refreshers, she must have stolen a wind
warn people not to vote for the UK, tell
breaker from the beach of Clacton, or that
people when the voting lines open and
she borrowed it from a touring production
close, fill the time when the rest of Europe
of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
goes on a commercial break, and most
Dreamcoat”. Ken also spots the unusual
importantly keep the listener up to speed
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with the voting process. When in-vision
voting began in 1994, it afforded Ken the
new opportunity to describe the look
and clothes of voting spokespersons. He
made particular reference to Colin Berry
wearing the same suit year after year.
Ken of course had his own moment in
the sun, when he read out the votes for
the UK during the Birmingham contest
in 1998. When the voting was changed in
2006, so that only the top three votes were
read out, Ken decided that it was easiest
not to follow the voting at all, and instead
he played Eurovision tracks from the
past, and would only update the listener
on how the voting sequence was going
between the various songs. I’m glad to
say that he has now stopped doing that,
and he now commentates over
the entire voting sequence in
full. Every year during the
voting Ken laughs at the
obvious neighbourly
voting, while hoping
for votes for a country
he would like to visit
the next year (usually
Malta or Cyprus), or
any votes for the UK!
There is no greater
nightmare for a radio
broadcaster than having to
fill so-called ‘dead-air’. As we all
know, the Eurovision Song Contest falls
apart at the end of the voting every year.
No one ever seems to know what to do
with singers and stagehands wandering
about the stage aimlessly, while all the
time poor Ken has to try and keep the
broadcast on the radio going. 1998 was a
particularly fraught year for Ken, when
Dana International disappeared off
to change her dress. Likewise in 2004,
Ken was left filling over five minutes of
nothing, when Ruslana likewise took
an age to get from the Green Room to
the stage. At the prize giving Ken will
34

usually pass some comment on the
winner’s trophy, describing the 1996
prize in Oslo as a “salmon-en-croute”,
the 2000 one as “a wastepaper basket”
and the 2001 trophy “a large crystal tick”.
Of course one of the joys of live radio is
that you have to expect the unexpected.
In 1999 when Dana International toppled
over while presenting the winner’s
trophy to Charlotte Nilsson, Ken said
that poor Dana “had gone down on her
elkie”, which I believe to be a Scottish
expression!
Once the reprise of the winning song
is over, Ken usually wraps his three
hours of broadcasting saying “That’s the
winning song of this year’s Eurovision
Song Contest, the song from…, a country
we look forward to visiting for
next year’s contest”. Ken
then always makes point
of crediting his producer
who for many years was
Paul Walters, who sadly
passed away in 2006.
When Terry Wogan
retired from Eurovision
after the 2008 contest,
many speculated that
Ken Bruce might hang
up his microphone too.
But he turned up again in
Moscow a year later, and listening
to his 2010 broadcast, he says at the
end he said he hopes to be in
Germany next year. Speaking as a fan
of his wonderful commentaries I hope
he is in Germany and that he continues
to commentate at Eurovision for many
years to come.
l If anyone reading this happens to
have copies of Ken’s commentaries from
before 1995, then Dermot would love to
get a copy of them in order to complete
his archive. If you can help, please contact
Vision’s editor Hassan Yusuf on hassan.
yusuf@hotmail.com. v
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More Eurovision curiosities by Thomas Latham

Firstly, I’m pleased to say that a letter has
come flooding in! Stephen Spencer was
interested in label 7Ts’ releases of four
Brotherhood of Man albums and wanted
to know if any further releases from their
back catalogue were likely. I’ve heard
no rumours recently about this and it
may be a question of rights or simply
the availability of someone to projectmanage such a release (for example,
I know that the project to release the
New Seekers’ back
catalogue through the
label is being driven by
their current manager
– and, although this
has been underway for
some time with no CDs
actually produced as
yet, I know this project
is still proceeding). A
good way of keeping
up to date with 7Ts’
output is to sign up
to the Cherry Red
email
newsletter,
which covers all their labels and is
very comprehensive. You can do so
via www.cherryred.co.uk. If you go to
the bottom of the page, there is even a
chance to suggest your own release as
a freelance project manager. Check out
the vacancies link.
In the meantime, I will, of course,
keep you updated here on any 7Ts
releases with Eurovision connections.
By coincidence I had one in my pile to let
you know about when Stephen’s letter
arrived. The CD in question contains

two LPs (and some bonus tracks): The
Dooleys/The Chosen Few (GLAMCDD97).
The former features their versions of
Hands Across The Sea from the 1974 Song
For Europe, when it was sung by Olivia
Newton-John, and A Rose Has To Die,
which is reportedly a rejected song from
the same SFE. Since The Chosen Few CD
has not just one but two versions of the
absolutely brilliant Wanted, how could
you not indulge?
Still on the subject
of 7Ts, I mentioned
The Nolan Sisters 20
Giant Hits in Vision
80 but neglected to
notice that keyboards
on the original album
released in July 1978
were by Mike Moran
(UK 1977). Cherry Red
have released Sonia’s
debut album Everybody
Knows – featuring work
with Pete Waterman
(UK 2010) – with no
less than eight bonus tracks including
the demo of You’ll Never Stop Me Loving
You (Cherry Pop - CRPOP57). Maybe, in
time, they’ll get around to releasing the
missing four tracks from her SFE.
Stephen also wants to know if there
is any sign of a CD release of Liquid
Gold’s singles output. This pop group
were runners-up to Bucks Fizz in the
1981 Song For Europe with Don’t Panic.
Well, a download-only 9-track album
was released in 2008 by Polo/Champion
Records featuring their singles up to
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and including their SFE entry. It can
be found on most download sites
including amazon.co.uk. The year
before, Champion Records put out a
12” single of Dance Yourself Dizzy with
a bonus CD of remixes and the latter is
also still available for download. If you
have yet to join the MP3 generation then
it is possible promo CDs of the album
may exist out there somewhere. There
is certainly enough material for a decent
CD release though, so we will have to
cross our fingers and hope for the best.
Natalie Brown’s cover of Josh Dubovie’s
That Sounds Good To Me (UK 2010) is now
available on CD-R as well as a download
from Alimighty Records (ALMY259).
You can get it direct from their
website:
www.almightyrecords.com/
p ro d u c t / A L M Y 2 5 9 / .
Incidentally, although
Josh’s own version
seems to have been only
available officially as a
download, promo CD
singles do seem to exist
with the radio edit and
an instrumental version
(SAWDJCD2). At first
they fetched ridiculous
prices on Ebay based on
rarity but there seem to
be rather a lot of them
about and they can be
obtained for more reasonable amounts if
you look hard enough.
Speaking of our 2010 Eurovision entry,
there was an interesting article by Ewan
Spence on The Stage website about what
the UK needs to do to improve on last
place. You can read it for yourself at
blogs.thestage.co.uk/tvtoday/2010/06/
eurovision-2010-we-didnt-get-nulpoints-but-now-wh/index.html. Most
interesting in this piece is the suggestion
that Xenomania may have been asked
to write/produce the UK entry instead
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of Pete Waterman. Xenomania was
founded by Brian Higgins (who was
apparently involved in the recording of
Gina G’s Ooh Aah Just A Little Bit) and
includes Miranda Cooper (one of Gina
G’s dancers at the ESC in Oslo in 1996)
as part of its production/songwriting
team. They have written and produced
for the Sugababes, Girls Aloud, the Pet
Shop Boys and Kylie Minogue among
others.
I was interested to see the following
clue in The Times jumbo crossword
No. 883 on Saturday, 7th August 2010:
“It broadcasts notorious voting scenes.
(10,4,7)” The answer to this cryptic clue
is, of course, “Eurovision Song Contest”,
which is an anagram of “notorious
voting scenes”. How apt.
Congratulations to
the Olsen Brothers on
the release of their new
album. In fact, the UK’s
1968 Eurovision entry
is one of the tracks on
the Olsen Brothers’
(DK 2000) new CD
Wings of Eurovision
(My Way Music – N
50115-2). All 13 tracks
are covers (two of them
being new recordings
of the English and
Danish versions of their
own Eurovision winner). Of interest,
though, is the fact that three feature other
Eurovision artists. Halleluja (IL 1979) is
performed with Lill Babs (SE 1961), Nicole
(DE 1982) adds her vocals to a Germanlanguage cover of her own Euro-winner
and Alan Sorrenti (IT 1980) appears on
Non So Che Darei, which is the only nonwinning song to appear on the CD apart
from Melodifestivalen entry Bang-ABoomerang (MF 1975). With its mixture
of obvious and not so obvious songs, it
certainly makes an interesting collection.
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Richard Crane has reminded me
that he informed us three years ago
that the artist Eliza Doolittle, whose
eponymously titled album reached the
top five along with
single Pack Up, is in fact
the daughter of 1994
UK entrant Frances
Ruffelle. Apparently,
he also told us she
would make it big one
day! Speaking of the
song Pack Up the male
vocalist is in fact Lloyd
Wade, who made the
final five of the over25s in the first series
of the X-Factor in
2004, has toured with
Take That (partly replacing Lulu when
the band perform Relight My Fire)
and has worked as a vocal coach with
Carrie Grant (UK 1983). Pack Up was
played ad nauseam on the CBBC this
summer as anyone with children will
know.
Frances Ruffelle, meanwhile took
her show Beneath
The Dress, in which
she sings a number
of old standards and
new songs to the
Edinburgh
Festival
in August 2010. She
released a downloadonly EP before that
as a taster of her
album Imperfectly Me
which should now
be available.
Also Eliza Doolittle
now due is another
CD from a separate
project she is involved in. She is part
of the group paTala, whose first album
Purify was due out on 27th September
2010. Also involved in the latter project
is producer George de Angelis, who

was the co-writer of her Eurovision
entry Lonely Symphony. De Angelis also
produced Anna Vissi’s (GR 1980, 2006
and CT 1982) 2002 album X.
Finally some details
of other ESC-related
CDs that may, or may
not, be of interest. Birgit
Bruel Synger Dansk
– 1953-1990 (Music
Mecca CD 5044-2)
contains her 1965 entry
For Din Skyld and also
includes her Melodi
Grand
Prix
entry
Drommefloden from the
same year (but sadly
not Forst Nu – her other
song from that preselection). Ken Parker’s reggae version
of Say Wonderful Things (UK 1963) can
be found on the compilation The Heavy
Sounds Are On Dynamic (Rhino RN
7116). Brian Davies’s Australian release
of Dream Girl, which Mark Wynter
performed to fourth place in the 1961
SFE, has been released on CD and can
be found on the first
disc of the 5-CD box set
Complete Sixties on EMI
(0946 34113 2 4). Johnny
Logan has re-recorded
his three Eurovision
winners and they can
be found on his 2010 CD
Nature Of Love (they are,
naturally, also available
for download).
Thanks this time
round go to Richard
Crane and Stephen
Spencer
for
their
Eurocurios correspondence. If you have
any information about releases that
may be of interest to others, or even just
questions, then please send me an email
at eurocurios@hotmail.co.uk. v
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THE BEST Is YET
TO COME

Marcus Keppel-Palmer looks at some of the UK contenders for
Junior Eurovision glory

A

ugust 1st 2010 - a red-letter day
in the annals of UK Eurovision
hopefuls! But more of that later.
In the UK, the Junior Eurovision has
always seemed as a bit of an afterthought, a somewhat unloved add-on to
Eurovision. It was on ITV before being
reduced in importance to ITV2, and
then after three years the UK withdrew
from the contest. The withdrawal wasn’t
from lack of success - Tom Morley came
third in 2003 and Cory Spedding came
second in 2004 - but from lack of interest.
The JESC still goes on – this year it
will come from Belarus in late
November, but it won’t be
shown in the UK.
Talented
youngsters
were targeted to take part.
Each
contestant
had
to be aged between 8
and 15, and, unlike the
senior competition, each
performer had to write
their own songs. The boys
and girls who performed
in the ITV pre-selections
are now in their late teens
and early twenties, and
contrary to expectations,
many of them have gone on
to continue with careers in
the music industry.
Take Steve Rushton who Steve
was the lead vocalist with the Rushton
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group, Mr Cheerful, which performed
Winter’s Nearly Gone in 2003. Steve
formed the group with Matt Carroll
and Mark Singh while at school, and
Mr Cheerful regularly played around
the Surrey area. In 2005, he auditioned
successfully to join Son of Dork, the
group set up by James Bourne after
leaving Busted, and their first single,
Ticket Out Of Loserville reached number
three in the charts. This success was
followed by further top ten singles and
one album, plus a couple of tours.
Steve left Son of Dork in 2008 and
moved to Los Angeles, signing as a
solo artist with Hollywood Records. He
has released several solo recordings,
which have been used by Disney in
the Hannah Montana movie and
TV series, and also The Suite
Life, where his song is used
as the theme tune. Rushton
also acted in the Hannah
Montana movie, which
led to rumours of an affair
between Steven and Miley
Cyrus. 2010 has seen Steve
contribute songs for the
Jonas Brothers and he has
been recording his first solo
album. He is quite clearly a
talented young man who was
discovered through Junior
Eurovision.
According to another
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Junior Eurovision hopeful
from 2003, Jack Brown:
“I found out about Junior
Eurovision through the
Stage newspaper. I had
been writing songs since
I was 11, and it was the
songwriting rather more
than the performing
which interested me.”
Jack Brown
Jack is now 21 and
finished seventh with his
song Back To Love in the pre-selection.
“I had to audition for the show and we
were asked to sing three songs of our
own. I preferred one called Tell Me but
ITV chose me to sing Back To Love. We
were sent to work on it with a producer,
but to be honest I preferred the original
arrangement.” But Jack is sceptical that
all the contestants in his year wrote their
own songs.
Craig Lees (a guest at this year’s
Eurobash), who appeared in 2005, was
entered into the competition by his
singing teacher. She had seen a poster
advertising the competition and sent a
demo in of Craig singing Clear The Air
which was only the second song Craig
had ever written. Craig had to record the
song in only two hours and recorded it
with just the guitar and vocals. “I didn’t
take it too seriously,” he said, “but ITV
selected me and asked me to come down
to London for an audition, and then I
heard that I had got through to the ITV
show, which was filmed in Manchester. I
didn’t realise it was going out live, and
suddenly just before I performed I was
interviewed by the presenters. I was lost
for words.”
Both Jack and Craig agreed that the
experience was a great boost for them.
But some performers were already
experienced at being on TV. Take Ellis de
Bie from Birmingham, who was another
contestant in 2003. She had already
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appeared on the GMTV
competition,
‘Totstars’,
finishing second back in
2000. In Junior Eurovision,
her composition I Have
A Feeling came third,
which led to her releasing
a CD Hopes & Dreams
in 2005. Ellis, now 19,
remains determined to
have success, and in 2007
appeared in X Factor and
subsequent to that in the second series of
Britain’s Got Talent.
Jessica Stretton, who is now 19,
performed aged 14 in 2005 with her song
About You. Just like Craig, her music
teacher entered her into the contest but,
unlike Craig, Jessica had previously
appeared on TV in Stars In Their Eyes
Kids, performing as Marie Osmond.
Jessica is now a professional vocalist.
Jessica is not the only Junior Eurovision
hopeful who has performed as someone
else. Sasha Stevens, who performed Little
Children in 2003, currently has a sideline
performing as a Beyonce tribute act,
while Andrew Merry, who performed
Together Again in 2004, performs as a
Michael Buble tribute act in and around
Glasgow. Andrew also appeared in the
2008 edition of X Factor, reaching the
boot camp stage. He has released an
album to raise money for CLIC, whilst
Sasha became another former JESC
contestant to have released a recording
when, in August 2010, she released
her first solo single under the name
Sasha Solette called Special One. Sasha,
who read out the UK votes in the 2003
Junior Eurovision, is the daughter of US
musician Clayton Stevens, who performs
in various guises, including soul band,
the Swan Collective, in which Sasha also
performs, and has appeared as Sammy
Davis Jnr. in The Rat Pack show. Sasha
went to the Sylvia Young Stage School
39
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Craig Lees (Antony)

and was recognised at
out to Tom Morley
a young age in Britain’s
by just two points. 12
Brilliant Prodigies.
year old Steven Irwin
Both Jack Brown and
was the lead singer
Craig Lees don’t regret
of Please Don’t Cry
their experiences in
backed by his 15 year
Junior
Eurovision.
old sister, Lauren, and
Jack describes it as:
two friends, Jynell
“The best performing
and Katie. Steven’s
experience of my life.
talents lay in the
I knew I wouldn’t
sporting field, and he
win because other
was spotted early on
contestants
were
by Liverpool Football
younger and more in
Club. He captained
the cute Eurovision mould. But I saw it
the Liverpool Youth Team to a win in
as a platform. After the show, not much
the FA Youth Cup in 2007 and played
directly came of it – ITV wanted me
for two seasons in the reserve team. For
for a couple of projects – but it helped
the 2010/11 season, the young defender
me make up my mind that I wanted
is in the first team squad. However,
to move into songwriting rather than
his sister Lauren has always wanted a
performing.” Craig now performs under
career in music. Before UZLOT, she had
the stage name of Craig Antony, but he
performed on stage in Annie and also in
is quick to dismiss the idea that this is
Oliver and appeared in the film Heart.
designed to distance himself from his
After UZLOT split, she formed the group
JESC experience. “There were several
Just3 and then launched a solo career
other performers out
with the anti-bullying
“You could say that song, Stand Tall,
there called Craig
Lees,
hence
the
which was selected
I have decided to
change of name. I am
really go for it now” to be performed at a
very proud to have
Craig Lees concert for the Beijing
had the experience
Olympics. As a result
in Junior Eurovision. But for me, it was
of this she was offered a position at
only the second song I had ever written.
the New York Film Academy and is
The experience showed me that I was
currently living and working in Los
more comfortable performing my own
Angeles, combining her music with a
material, and so I wanted to learn more
career in acting and modelling.
about writing and composing. Hence,
Of course, most of the Junior
I have gone on to study at the Leeds
Eurovision contestants are barely out
College of Music.” Jack went to study at
of their teens, but music is very much a
the Brits School.
young person’s game. Even so, many of
Not all Junior Eurovision hopefuls
them are still starting out on their career.
have gone on in music, though many of
Craig Lees again: “Whilst at Leeds
them are still intending to make careers
College of Music, I have been having
in music, at the very least maintaining
vocal coaching expanding my range. I
their own MySpace site. In 2003,
have also formed a band with a couple
Liverpool band UZLOT narrowly missed
of other musicians from uni and I have
out on winning the pre-selection, losing
been writing songs for the past two years.
40
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The band and I will
be recording songs
for an EP which is to
be released in early
2011. The EP will have
five or six songs on it
and I have recorded
three already. My own
website has launched
this summer. You
could say that I have
decided to really go
for it now.” Craig
explains that the songs
will differ from his Eurovision song in
that they will be faster songs rather than
ballads.
Jack Brown too has taken a different
direction to Back To Love. “I was offered
management by Pyramid, which
is the company formed by Lemar.
Through them I have worked with
Fabric Publishing doing dubstep and
electronica, as well as doing remixes of
Lemar’s recordings. I am also working
in Berlin with the Eurodance producer,
Samim, working on some house music
tracks. But I have also been working
and writing with a girl vocalist called
Lisa-Marie Bowman in a more pop/
dance mode. My long term goal is to
write and produce hits. I see my career
as one of song writing rather than
performing, and whilst I was at the
Brits School, I won the songwriting
award, beating Adele. Ultimately, I’d
like to set up a song writing house like
Motown.”
Craig remembers that when they all got
together at the rehearsals for the Junior
Eurovision show, the atmosphere was
very convivial and he joined with two
of the other boys, Jack Garratt and Ben
Smith, in playing around with guitars.
Jack Garratt finished last with The Girl,
but has carved out a niche for himself
touring around and playing blues music
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as a solo act including
performing at Ronnie
Scott’s Jazz Club in
2010. Like Craig, he
intends to release an
album in 2011. Ben
Smith, who came
second in 2005 with
Lovely, has carved out
a career for himself as
singer and guitarist
Sasha Solette
with Reading-based
rock band The Quotes,
who on their self-titled
album and subsequent EP Monte Rosa
(both available on iTunes) sound similar
to the Kaiser Chiefs. One of their songs
is called Vodka, but is not a cover of the
Maltese entry (ESC 2008) of that name.
Ben is also pursuing a parallel solo
career as a singer/songwriter.
Another entrant in 2005 was Lizzi M
with Devil In A Hood. She subsequently
joined a band called Revolt, played
at the Glastonbury Festival, released
a single on iTunes, left the band, went
to Brighton to study music and in 2010
has released her single Bottle Of The
Best, an angst-ridden acoustic ballad. In
2004, the group Loaded Dice sung the
song Dill into fifth place. Comprising
Lui Matthews, brothers Steven and
Anthony Wilkinson, and Ian Lennon,
the band came from the same school as
Mr Cheerful, the previous year. Unlike
their predecessors, the band remain
together and continue to play live. They
toured Spain in 2005 and 2006, and in
2007 won the national competition Live
And Unsigned, which resulted in them
playing at the Guilfest Festival. With lead
singer, Lui Matthews currently studying
at the Academy of Contemporary Music,
the band still plays in and around
London and the Surrey area.
What of the three who won the right
to be the UK representatives? Well, you
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can read the interview with Joni Fuller
later. Tom Morley, who was 10 when he
won with My Song For The World, wasn’t
quite the unknown he might have been.
He had already reached the last 24 to
join S Club Juniors, while after Junior
Eurovision, his song was released as a
single. He, together with his brother Jim,
got through in X-Factor 2007 to the boot
camp stage, but Tom had to withdraw
as he was only 14. Since then, Tom
has moved to Sweden to live with his
brother and to work with top schlager
producers. Cory Spedding, who like
Tom came from Cumbria, achieved the
best UK result in recent memory with
The Best Is Yet To Come in 2004. After that
she went to music school but dropped

HELLO,
THIS IS
JONI
The UK 2005 Junior Eurovision
contestant, Joni Fuller, talks to Marcus
Keppel-Palmer about what she’s been
up to since then
Marcus Keppel-Palmer: How did you get
involved in Junior Eurovision?
Joni Fuller: The Director of the Junior Royal
Northern College of Music sent me the details
about JESC. I wasn’t aware of it until then but it
sounded like a great event. At the time I couldn’t
enter some other songwriting contests as I was
too young, so I gave it a go and put forward a
song that was a favourite at the time (How Does
It Feel?).
Craig Lees said that he thought your song
was the obvious winner. Did you feel this?
I remember the UK final being a really close contest
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out. However, looking now like a junior
Amy Winehouse, Cory still performs
regularly. Maybe, her undoubted talent
will find a voice.
And what of August 1st 2010? On that
date, the first of the Junior Eurovision
contestants hit Number One in the UK
charts. In fact, apart from Tony Christie,
no other senior Eurovision Song For
Europe contestant (who didn’t win
Song For Europe) has achieved that feat.
Back in 2004, an energetic performance
by Gloucester-born Nathan Sykes saw
Born To Dance finish third. He had
already won a Britney Spears karaoke
contest and, after Junior Eurovision,
Nathan won further singing and dance
contests including the 2008 version of
– all the songs were different – and I was really
surprised when I won.
What was the experience like at the Junior
Eurovision final?
I was ill at the time. I went down with severe
laryngitis/throat infection when we were in Hasselt
for the final and spent most of the time in bed at
the hotel! It was a real shame as there was lots
going on and I would normally have really enjoyed
the whole experience. In hindsight, maybe I
shouldn’t have performed as my voice had virtually
disappeared, despite the medication the doctors
put me on, but I didn’t want to let anyone down,
so I gritted my teeth and got through it!
Looking back, do you regret the Junior
Eurovision experience? Did it lead/not lead to
where you thought it would?
I don’t regret taking part, but I really regret not
being able to fully enjoy the whole experience
in Hasselt as I was ill. It’s certainly made me a
stronger person though and just a few weeks after
Hasselt I was playing to 60,000 people at the LTU
Arena in Dusseldorf (supporting Phil Collins), so I
got over it quickly!
Did you keep in touch with any of the other
contestants?
I don’t keep in touch with any of the other
contestants, but some of the JESC fans who
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the Live And Unsigned contest. He
attended the Sylvia Young Stage School
before being selected to join new boyband, The Wanted. In August, their first
single All Time Low went straight to the
top of the charts. A second single called
Heart Vacancy and an album followed in
October 2010.
liked my song at the time have found my music
now and keep in touch on Facebook, so I’m in
touch with people all over Europe which is great!
I’m also good friends with Talia, who performed
with me on piano in the UK final and then in
Hasselt.
Looking at your website, you certainly seem
to have a very busy and packed schedule
with live appearances and recordings. How
you see your career developing at present?
JESC 2005 seems a long time ago now and
I’ve been really busy since then with writing,
recording and live performances. I’ve just
finished school and so am able to concentrate all
my time on music! I still train classically (violin and
piano) at the Royal Northern College of Music in
Manchester, but my own music is my priority.
What sort of music are you aiming for now?
My sound has developed around the electric
violin and the piano and I use both in my live
shows. I released an EP (Run For Cover) last
year and am recording new songs right now. I’ve
concentrated on writing songs, recording and
playing live. Being a live performer is a big part of
what I do and I’ve developed a rock violin sound,
playing my electric violin through a multi-effects
unit so I can use a variety of sounds and loops. I
play a lot of gigs and in recent years have started
headlining my own shows which has been great
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Maybe Junior Eurovision didn’t
find an audience in the UK, but one
should not underestimate the drive,
determination and talent of those who
wrote and performed songs for the glory
of representing the UK. Some of them
are barely entering sixth form; others are
in their early twenties. Certainly, they
are all at the outset of the careers and we
should not expect too much. But already
some, Nathan Sykes and Steve Rushton,
have tasted significant chart success,
whilst many others are making names
for themselves by playing, writing and
recording music. No doubt, as the years
roll by, more of these Junior Eurovision
contenders will become household
names in the UK. v
as I have time and space to present a full set of
songs. I also swap around on violin, keyboards,
guitars, bass and vocals on stage.
You won the MIBI song writing competition
twice. Do you see yourself more as a song
writer or as a performer? What inspires your
songwriting?
Yeah, I won MIBI in 2008 and 2009 which was
amazing and I really enjoyed all the experiences
that came from it (performing in the Paul
McCartney Auditorium at LIPA, recording new
songs at EMI’s London studios and spending a
week at the Liverpool Institute for the Performing
Arts). Songwriting and performing go handin-hand for me, so I can’t say which is most
important. Writing new songs is great but then
performing them live is really exciting too! I
don’t sit down to write songs on purpose, they
just happen, and more and more. I use real life
experiences as inspiration. A couple of the songs
on my 2006 album Voices are directly inspired by
JESC 2005!
And finally, what will 2011 hold for you?
Lots of music! I’m recording new songs right
now and making contacts within the music
industry. Connecting with the right people is
really important. I also plan to continue writing
and performing, so hopefully you’ll hear more of
me in 2011! Thanks!
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The STORY OF
RADIO INTERNATIONAL
Juergen-Peter Boernig describes how an expat radio programme has
become the ultimate weekly Eurovision experience

JP

(Juergen-Peter
Boernig)
learned the radio trade by
on the job training with the
American Forces Network in Belgium –
AFN SHAPE based in the NATO Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
where he worked for over five years. This
is the radio network that features in the
1988 movie ‘Good Morning Vietnam’.
That is also where Juergen received his
DJ name ‘JP’ and a jingle package was
created for him in London.
In 1998 JP moved from Belgium
to Noordwijk in the Netherlands to
take up a new job with the European
Space Agency. Very soon withdrawal
symptoms kicked in, and, missing the
English speaking radio, JP suggested an
international radio programme to a local
radio station at that time called VLOK
Radio. After a programme outline, a
demo tape and a co-host, Wynn de Graaf,
the new show was born on 28 November
1998. At that time the show was called
VLOK International and aired as an
hourly show on Monday nights which
a year later moved to Wednesdays and
got extended to two hours with a mixed
bag of show items for the international
audience in the Netherlands.
In 2002, another Dutch radio station
approached Wynn and JP to ask if there
would be any interest in also having
VLOK International broadcast on their
frequency. However, for that, the show’s
name had to be changed. After some
thoughts the idea came up to call the
show ‘Radio International’ as it could

fit onto every station’s programming
list.
There were a few meetings with
producers of the radio stations that
wanted to take the show. Their idea
was to use Radio International more as
a political information platform where
four mayors would be interviewed per
edition. The presenters couldn’t agree to
this so the offer of broadcasting Radio
International on the other station was
declined by Wynn and JP.
Meanwhile, VLOK Radio merged with
three more stations and changed its
name to RTV Katwijk. Initially,
only being broadcast on FM
106.8 on RTV Katwijk, a large
community station that reached
the northern parts of The
Hague and the southern
parts of Amsterdam, the
station got connected to
the internet and began
making its programming
available
on
that
medium. At that point
Radio
International
also launched its
website,
(www.
radiointernational.
tk),
which
now offers a
‘listen
again’
and
podcast
service.
This
way,
listeners
who cannot join
the show live on a
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Wednesday evening have the chance
to listen to the show whenever they
want to by downloading the show to
their computer. Every edition of Radio
International that is produced is archived
on the show’s archive system including
the numerous interviews which have
been done with Eurovision performers
past and present.
The team of Radio International has
experienced many changes during the 13
years of existence. Wynn joined JP in the
first edition of VLOK International and
co-hosted with JP almost every show
until autumn 2009 when she retired. In
the early days of Radio International,
with JP being a big fan of the Eurovision
Song Contest, he made sure that
Eurovision music was always added
to the play list. Vision’s Editor-in-Chief
Gordon Lewis as the first weekly
Eurovision expert and when he
decided to step down, Gordon
suggested engaging Marcus
Keppel-Palmer
as
the new expert.
After
another
year passed,

JP and Lilian Brunnell show
off their international colours

JP chats with listeners as shown on oikotimes.com

Marcus also suggested having a
mixed bag of voices, so Chris Poppe,
Alasdair Rendall and Ross Bennett were
approached, who now provide a rota of
discussion.
With the addition of Jutta Krause, a
German lady, and Irren Tsu-Silva from
Aruba joining JP as co-hosts – plus Klaus
Ehrlich also from Germany joining the
team as ‘Chat Man’, Radio International
has become truly international.
But there are more in the worldwide
team of Radio International who join
the studio team via phone. In addition
to Chris, Ross, and Alasdair from the
UK, Dermot Manning recently joined
the team to add an Irish voice onto the
show. The four correspondents join the
show weekly in rotation with a special
feature on the Eurovision Song Contest.
Then there is the weekly Eurovision
News Man – Luke Fisher – who in his
fresh way brings the listeners the weekly
pick of news around the Eurovision Song
Contest. Marcus is the show’s Eurovision
historian who together with JP produces
specials on Eurovision.
And not to be forgotten, the two
voices that you hear on the show when
interviewing Eurovision artists are Eric
Lehmann from Luxembourg and Lilian
Brunnell who received her nickname
‘Nana Mouskouri’ as she is a very close
look-a-like of the 1963 entrant. Lilian has
Finnish roots but resides in Stockholm
and is a roving reporter from there.
The latest two new members who
have joined the team are Zoran Kovacic
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Radio International’s cast of experts: Marcus Keppel-Palmer, Dermot Manning and Alasdair Rendall

from Serbia, who is the show’s Balkan
Eurovision expert, and Michael Goodrich
from the USA who heavily supports the
Cologne based Hit Hunter and produces
the weekly Eurovision quiz.
Since 2006, Radio International
gradually became a fully blown
Eurovision radio show with more and
more listeners joining the team in the
studio actively taking part in requesting
songs and trying their luck at the weekly
quiz.
In 2008 the show was extended to
three hours and became the Eurovision
Radio Show – The Ultimate Eurovision
Experience with JP playing requests for
the first two hours while the third is
reserved for special programmes such
as interviews with Eurovision artists
or organisers of Eurovision events.
However, due to the growing number of
fans joining the show via oikotimes.com,
during the last few months the third
hour has become more of a request show.
Nowadays, Radio International is also
web-televised on www.oikotimes.com.
This gives listeners and fans the chance
to actually see how Radio International
is done and also join the chat room and
meet many more fans of Eurovision and
the show.
When it comes to the weeks before
the annual Eurovision Song Contest,
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Radio International produces special
programming,
travelling
to
the
Eurovision host city or national preview
events and conventions to conduct
interviews on location.
From November 1998 the team at Radio
International has grown and so has the
number of listeners who join the weekly
edition either live, via the podcast or by
the website’s ‘listen again’ service. The
good reputation and popularity of the
weekly Ultimate Eurovision Experience
is steadily on the increase. The aim is to
link Eurovision fans together like a huge
family.
Lately, the show is also being picked
up by fans from the USA, Canada
and Asia. Since December 2009 Radio
International is also aired on a 24 hour
Eurovision radio station in Belgium
called www.eurovisiOradio.eu.
If you fancy listening in, the show
is aired every Wednesday from 20.0023.00 hours (CET)
live via www.
radiointernational.tk
and
www.
oikotimes.com. No doubt if you listen,
you will be welcome to send in requests
and any ideas for show items via the
website.
From
small
beginnings,
Radio
International has become a weekly fixture
on the airwaves, growing to become the
ultimate Eurovision experience! v
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PRESIDENT’SPAGE
A word from OGAE UK President Paul Marks-Jones

I am writing this page
post-Eurobash 2010 and
what an event it turned
out to be! I would like to
say a big thank you to
everyone who travelled
to Manchester and made
it such a huge success. It
was a delight to welcome
so many new faces to the
event, and I know from
the feedback that the
special guests we had
arranged also had an
equally fantastic time.
So if you couldn’t make
it this year, and you
missed a belter, make
sure you note the date
for next year, which is already decided as
October 1st 2011, (or 011 011). You’ll find
a full report elsewhere in the magazine.
During Eurobash I was able to share
a message with those attending which I
had received from the BBC. It read:
Dear Paul, Thank you for getting in
touch. It’s good to know that OGAE
UK is ready and willing to help out!
We’re busy with a number of ideas
about how to go about the 2011 entry.
Once we have a final decision I’ll be
happy to think about you and your
members could be involved.
So it’s very encouraging to see that
OGAE is being recognised by the BBC
and hopefully I’ll have further news soon
to share with you.
And now we know the German city
for Eurovision 2011, the ticket application
process can begin! Currently everything
we know has been shared with members.
However, the number of tickets allocated

to the fan base has not
yet been determined
and this is something
we’ll only discover once
the German TV station,
NDR, has made up its
mind. At that time, we
will also find out the
type of packages that
will be on offer. David
Ransted
will
keep
you updated with all
developments as and
when they happen,
and hopefully, we’ll
be able to send record
numbers of UK fans to
Dusseldorf! In addition,
we’ve been assured that
NDR are working on a “fantastic solution
for fan accommodation”, by our German
counterparts. So, as this information
becomes available we’ll be sure to share
it with everyone.
Another thing I mentioned at the Bash
was our continued membership drive.
We’ve seen an increase in our member
numbers in the last 12 months, and
the push is on to break through the 500
member barrier! So there are a number
of initiatives to achieve this. One idea
we’re developing is a referral scheme
and hopefully we’ll have more details
of this in the New Year - so look out for
the announcement! But in the meantime,
why not treat someone to a Vision
subscription for Christmas!
And finally – our website! Look out for
further changes and improvements over
the coming months.
I hope you all have a fantastic festive
season and a smashing New Year! v
Paul giving his
President’s
speech at
Eurobash 2010
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ANNUAL ACCOUNTS

OGAE UK ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2009-2010

During the first half of 2010 the reorganisation of OGAE UK’s banking arrangements was finally
completed. There are now four separate accounts with distinct purposes that allow closer
monitoring of the various activities for which OGAE UK is responsible. These accounts are organised
as follows:
Main Account at HSBC
Used for collecting subscriptions and to meet normal expenses relating to the operation of the club
and publication of Vision.
Eurosong Account at HSBC
Used to collect subscription and handle all payments related to Eurosong News.
Convention Account at Lloyds TSB
Used for all receipts and payments related to the Eurobash. Once all Eurobash related transactions
have been processed any residual is transferred back into the main operating account.
Ticketing Account at Lloyds TSB payments
This account is used to collect ticket deposits and balance payments, and to then remit funds to
the organisers. All ticket related expenses come from this account.
OGAE UK - Main account
Income & Spending 1st April 2009 and 31st
March 2010
Membership fees
£8,402.55
Total Income
£8,402.55
Vision
£3,086.55
Expenses
£74.08
Bank fees
£78.20*
Eurosong News
£3,918.00
OGAE Contests
£57.22
Total Expenses
£7,214.05
Surplus
£1,188.50

OGAE UK – Convention account
Income & Spending 1st April 2009 and 31st
March 2010
Bash 2008
£348.67
Eurobash 2009
£5,216.37
Ticketing 2009
£490.00
Total Income
£6,055.04
Eurobash 2009
£3,990.86
Ticket refunds
£740.00
Membership fee transfers
£100.00
Total Expenses
£4,830.86
Surplus
£1,224.18

* Does not include Paypal fees

OGAE UK – Eurosong News account
Income & Spending 1st April 2009 and
31st March 2010
Subscriptions
£1,799.10
Interest
£0.49
Total Income
£1,799.59
Eurosong News 101/2
£695.14
Postage
£65.93
Bank fees
£65.00*
Total Expenses
£826.07
Surplus
£973.52

OGAE UK – Ticketing account
Income & Spending 1st April 2009 and
31st March 2010
Ticket payments
£19,425.57
Total Income
£19,425.57
Ticket purchase
£18,295.47
Ticket refunds
£200.00
Bank fees
£38.87*
Total Expenses
£18,534.34
Surplus
£891.23
* Does not include Paypal fees

* Does not include Paypal fees

Cash Position as at 31st March 2010
HSBC Main Account
£6,995.02
HSBC Eurosong Account
£973.52
Lloyds TSB Convention Account
£4,772.11
Lloyds TSB Ticketing Account
£771.07
Paypal Account
£889.36
Debts
£0
Total assets
£14,401.08

Cash position as at 31st August 2010
HSBC Main Account
£10,354.13
HSBC Eurosong Account
£1,089.37
Lloyds TSB Convention Account
£7,615.74
Lloyds TSB Ticketing Account
£420.00
Paypal Account
£926.85
Debts
£0
Total assets
£20,406.09
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Live in the Kendal (Cumbria) area and have an interest in East European music? We are
in the process of setting up an appreciation group for everything ranging from Vaiko Eplik
to Fanfare Ciocarlia, with a view to attending and even organizing concerts together.
Email: kendaleasteuropeanmusic@hotmail.co.uk for more information.
Enrique Hurtado from OGAE Andorra has released a CD-single of J’aime La
Vie by Sandra Kim (four versions). For details go to: sites.google.com/site/
eurovisionshop/home. This project has been possible thanks to Rosario MarinoAtria, co-author and producer of the original recordings. All OGAE members get
a special 25% discount!

NEW name COMPETITION!
As mentioned in the last issue of Vision, we’re looking to change the name of the club to
something that reflects the spirit of Eurovision. At the moment ‘OGAE UK’ is somewhat
meaningless.
If you have any ideas please email your suggestions to Gordon Lewis at
editor_vision@hotmail.com by Christmas please. The OGAE UK Committee will then
shortlist and decide on a winning name.
All suggestions are valid – don’t be afraid to list the obvious. If more than one person
suggests the same winning name, a ballot will be used to pick the overall winner.
The prize is a free subscription to the club and Vision for the 2011/2012 period.
Once the name is decided there will be a further competition to design a new logo.
Please note: This competition is only open to OGAE UK members. The ‘OGAE UK’
name will continue to be our legal trading name, and we will still be affiliated to the
OGAE International organisation. We just need a catchy name for marketing purposes.
Important: The winning name will become the property of OGAE UK.

Back Issue Bonanza!
If you are looking to complete your collection of Vision,
there is no better time than now
Five copies for just £6.50 or any ten for £12 including
postage (UK only)
For details of availability and a summary of contents, please email Vision at
editor_vision@hotmail.com

Euro Quiz Answers

1. Rock Around The Clock 2. Björn Borg 3. Sébastien Tellier 4. Dancing in Heaven (Orbital Be-Bop)
5. Münchener Freiheit 6. Malcolm Lincoln, which a lady on the Estonian show incorrectly selected as
the name of the 16th President of the USA rather than Abraham Lincoln 7. Plastic Bertrand 8.Tunisia
9. Rendez-Vous, Belgium 1983 10. Germany, with the song Rein Und Klar Wie’s Früher War

The ‘Last’ Page

Semi-Final 1
Latvia 2010
What For?
Aisha
Received six points from Estonia
and five points from Finland
Semi-Final 2
Switzerland 2010
Il Pleut De L’Or
Michael von der Heide
Received two points from
Georgia

